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                 FROM THE OC REGISTER      

Garrett Richards loses pitchers’ duel, as Angels fall to Justin Verlander, Astros 

By Jeff Fletcher 

ANAHEIM — Garrett Richards was burned by one bad pitch in an inning that should have been over. 

And that was too much. 

Richards gave up a two-run homer after a two-out error in the second inning, which was enough to send 
the Angels to a 2-0 loss to the Houston Astros and a dominant Justin Verlander on Wednesday night. 

Verlander pitched a complete game, escaping his toughest jam when he got Mike Trout on a one-pitch 
check-swing dribbler in front of the plate to strand two runners in the eighth. The Angels got two on 
again in the ninth, but Verlander escaped, finishing a 118-pitch shutout that included his 2,500th career 
strikeout. 

“When he smells the end of a game, he really turns it up,” Manager Mike Scioscia said. “He pitched a 
great game for them.” 

Richards couldn’t quite keep up with the future Hall of Famer, although he still pitched one of his best 
games of the season. He needed only 91 pitches to get through seven innings, without allowing an 
earned run. 

It’s been a nice turnaround for Richards since the nine-run nightmare game against the New York 
Yankees on April 28. In three starts since, he’s posted 1.42 ERA with 16 strikeouts and two walks. He’s 
improved his season ERA to 3.47. 

“I’m limiting the walks,” he said. “I’m throwing more strikes. It’s allowing me to get both breaking balls 
in the zone. My sinker is sinking again. That’s a plus.” 

His performance on Wednesday came down to one quick sequence when his mistake followed one by 
Zack Cozart. 

With two outs in the second inning, Josh Reddick hit a fairly routine ground ball toward shortstop, 
where third baseman Cozart was stationed with the Angels in a shift. The ball took a strange hop just 
before it got to Cozart, who was still able to glove it but couldn’t get a grip to throw it. It was ruled an 
error. 

“I thought it was like a regular ground ball, but when it got close to me, it kicked,” Cozart said. “That’s 
what threw my timing off. I was surprised I even caught it. It (stinks) to lose a game on a play like that.” 

Cozart’s mistake was magnified a few moments later when Richards missed the location on a fastball to 
Evan Gattis, who hit it over the left-field fence. 
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Although Richards would settle down and not allow anything else through seven innings, that was too 
much to beat Verlander. 

“You just know you can’t make that many mistakes,” Richards said. “He’s going to put up zeroes. You try 
to match him. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to do that. I kind of feel I lost us the game.” 

Obviously, Richards can’t shoulder the blame for a loss when the hitters were shut out. Verlander, who 
dropped his ERA to an otherworldly 1.05 with this outing, allowed only two singles in the first seven 
innings, but the Angels had a shot in the eighth. 

With one out, Ian Kinsler singled and Kole Calhoun, who carried a .159 average to the plate, launched a 
ground rule double to center field, sending Kinsler to third. 

Although Martín Maldonado had been one of the Angels’ hottest hitters lately, Scioscia still lifted him in 
favor of pinch-hitter Luis Valbuena because he didn’t like the looks of Maldonado’s first two at-bats 
against Verlander. He popped out and struck out looking. It didn’t matter, because Valbuena struck out 
looking too. 

That brought up Trout, creating the enticing scenario of one of the game’s best hitters against one of the 
best pitchers, with the game on the line. 

Trout, however, is not at his best at the moment. He checked his swing on the first pitch from Verlander, 
but the ball hit his bat and rolled up the first base line. Verlander picked it up and threw out Trout, 
extending his mini-slump to 1 for 18. 

“My timing is a little late right now,” Trout said. “It’s an easy fix. It was a big situation tonight. But 
there’s a lot of baseball left.” 

 

Alexander: There’s no World Series hangover for Astros 

By Jim Alexander 

ANAHEIM — The concept of a World Series hangover is not a thing, at least in the Houston Astros’ 
clubhouse these days. Which is to be expected. 

World Series fatigue? That, in contrast to any nebulous theory of reduced motivation or additional 
satisfaction at winning a championship, makes more sense as a potential danger. 

When the Astros celebrated on the field at Dodger Stadium on the last day of the 2017 season, it was 
Nov. 1. For most of their peers throughout the major leagues, the preparation for 2018 had already 
begun. 

For George Springer, the World Series MVP, there were banquets and celebrations and awards 
ceremonies, with a wedding mixed in. And somewhere in all of that, he had to make time to prepare, 
physically and mentally, for the defense of that championship. 
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“You played an extra month,” he said Wednesday. “It’s a lot more physical and mental wear and tear on 
your body. And you know you’ve got to get back in (and work), and as opposed to having a normal 
offseason you know you have a shorter offseason to prepare your body. 

“So it’s definitely not (an aftereffect) because you won. It’s because you played a little bit longer than 
everybody else did. But I wouldn’t trade it for the world.” 

If there is an aftereffect, it hasn’t shown up yet. Houston improved to 28-17 and is two games ahead of 
the Angels in the AL West after Wednesday night’s 2-0 victory. 

The Astros might not have the sheer cannon-power of the Yankees and Red Sox, again the beasts of the 
AL East. But they have baseball’s best pitching staff, statistically, and particularly the game’s three 
hottest starting pitchers right now: Justin Verlander (5-2, 1.05 ERA, .145 opponents’ batting average 
after Wednesday night’s complete game shutout), winter acquisition Gerrit Cole (4-1, 1.75, .166) and 
Charlie Morton (5-0, 2.03, .175). 

Poor Dallas Keuchel. The 2015 Cy Young Award winner has a 3-5 record, 3.10 ERA and .225 opponents’ 
average and must feel like an underachiever around this bunch. Then again, his ERA in his past three 
starts is 1.64, so he might be catching up. 

Manager A.J. Hinch said he didn’t do a lot at the outset of spring training to compensate for the short 
winter while acknowledging that it was something to be aware of. He chatted about it with other 
managers, such as 2016 World Series participants Joe Maddon of the Cubs and Terry Francona of the 
Indians, and kicked around ideas with his Houston brethren, Texans coach Bill O’Brien and Rockets 
coach Mike D’Antoni. 

But ultimately he fell back on what he knows about his players. And when it was mentioned that 
shortstop Carlos Correa said he only took three weeks off after the World Series and that a bunch of his 
teammates were also working out right away, the manager didn’t seem surprised. 

Amused, maybe. 

“It’s great to be in your 20s, isn’t it?” he cracked. “I think we were all young and energetic when we 
were in our 20s.” 

Maybe that’s the Astros’ secret weapon. Springer is 28. Jose Altuve, the reigning league MVP, turned 28 
a little over a week ago. Correa is 23, Alex Bregman 24, Cole and closer Ken Giles 27, outfielder Derek 
Fisher 24, outfielder Marwin Gonzalez 29. The recovery time in those cases is a bit quicker than it would 
be for a bunch of 30-somethings. 

And they are armed with the knowledge of how it feels to win and what goes into it. 

“A lot of people (think) just because you won something means that you have to change,” Springer said. 
“And our team hasn’t done anything differently this year than we did last year, except we accomplished 
our goal and we know what it takes to get there, we know the sacrifices that have to (be) made. You 
understand the work that has to go into it, and then you play from there.” 
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But there’s a delicate balance. 

“You have to let your body rest,” he said. “You have to let your mind rest. This is a long year. We play a 
crazy amount of games … I felt like I was ready (when spring training began), but it also felt like we’d just 
stopped playing about three days ago.” 

But that gold World Series championship banner hanging in Minute Maid Park is at once a reminder and 
a motivator. 

So this is what the Angels and the rest of the AL West will be dealing with over the next few months: 
Youth, energy, knowledge of what it takes to win, great pitching and a front office that isn’t hesitant to 
add more talent to that mix; see Verlander last August, and Cole this past winter. 

Could that 2017 workload be an issue at the end of the Astros’ 2018 season? It’s certainly possible. 

But at this point, I think it’s safe to say quality pitching is a great hangover cure. (If, you know, there 
really was such a thing.) 

 

A proper appreciation of Shohei Ohtani and Pat Venditte requires more than an 
instant 

By J. P. Hoornstra 

During the down time between innings at Dodger Stadium, the video boards sometimes display a 
segment called “A Time Before Tweets.” Imagine how the real-time reaction to Rick Monday saving the 
American flag from conflagration would play out on Twitter; you get the idea. The segment naively 
assumes that previous generations would rather use social media to celebrate humanity’s great 
accomplishments than bring each other down. The time before Twitter had its innocent perks, but 
human nature did not descend into cynicism overnight. 

It so happens that two of the most amazing performances in the history of Major League Baseball are 
playing out in real time. Now. Right now. If the time before Twitter offers any lesson, it is that social 
media fails to appreciate a good thing when we have it. 

There is, right now, a major league pitcher who had retired 78 batters with his right hand and 81 with his 
left as of Tuesday. 

There is, right now, a major league pitcher who has a higher on-base plus slugging percentage than all 
but six other hitters. He bats in the middle of the Angels’ lineup when he does not pitch. 

Pat Venditte and Shohei Ohtani were figments of our imagination until recently. They are doing the 
work of men who latter-day sports writers would “god up,” to borrow a phrase from the late New York 
Herald-Examiner sports editor Stanley Woodward. (The Negro Leagues employed their share of switch-
pitchers and two-way stars who never got the chance to infiltrate Woodward’s copy.) 

http://agatetype.typepad.com/agate_type/2015/06/switch-pitchers-in-the-negro-leagues.html
http://agatetype.typepad.com/agate_type/2015/06/switch-pitchers-in-the-negro-leagues.html
https://sabr.org/bioproj/person/dc4b7b28
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Even if Venditte and Ohtani existed before World War II, you could almost predict the mental 
gymnastics required to rationalize their existence. Babe Ruth has heard these before. 

Yeah, but they played before integration. 

Yeah, but they played at a time when modern nutrition and athleticism were alien to MLB. 

Yeah, but no coach today would let them do it. 

Yeah, but. 

In a “yeah but” culture, we are all critics, skeptics or cynics. Speaking our version of truth to our 
impression of power is but one tweet away. This is the cultural backdrop that baseball’s first switch 
pitcher, and its first two-way star in a century, find themselves up against. 

In a way, that makes Ohtani and Venditte more than sensational baseball players. They are walking 
advertisements for the possibilities of human achievement, an antidote to the seduction of snark. Even 
within the small fraternity of attempted two-way players, as recently as last summer there was doubt 
that an Ohtani could exist. 

Chris Hatcher tried: he reached the major leagues as a catcher in 2010, and as a pitcher the following 
year. When he still pitched for the Dodgers, I once asked Hatcher if a two-way player could ever succeed 
in MLB. 

No, he said. As an example, he held up Christian Bethancourt, the rare player who was encouraged by a 
coach to try both. 

“How’d that work out for him?” Hatcher asked rhetorically. 

Bethancourt threw his final major league pitch in April 2017 for the San Diego Padres. He walked one 
batter for every out he recorded (eight). Now Bethancourt is back in Triple-A with the Milwaukee 
Brewers, catching full-time. 

“It’s possible,” Hatcher concluded, “but to be good or excel? In the AL it might be a little different if you 
were a starting pitcher and a DH.” 

Flash forward to Sunday. Minnesota Twins first baseman Logan Morrison batted three times against 
Ohtani, just a couple days after Ohtani hit his fifth home run of the season as the Angels’ designated 
hitter. 

“I think he’s doing something that nobody has probably ever done,” Morrison said, “and it might be a 
long time before you see it again.” 

Venditte was 22 years old and less than a month out of college when he saw a switch hitter for the first 
time in a professional game in 2008. The batter was Ralph Henriquez of the Brooklyn Cyclones. Venditte 
was the closer for the Staten Island Yankees. It took seven minutes for the home plate umpire (also a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDyCRTlKllk
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rookie) to decide which arm Venditte could use to throw the ball, and which batter’s box Henriquez 
would occupy. 

Pat McMahon, the Yankees’ manager that night, was not pleased with the sideshow. But he recalled 
being delighted by Venditte’s poise. Throwing right-handed, Venditte struck out Henriquez on four 
pitches to end the game. 

“I don’t know that the opposing coach was prepared to see an ambidextrous pitcher and a switch 
hitter,” McMahon said. 

Ohtani and Venditte caught us all off-guard because no player in the century of baseball before them 
could prepare us. In the eyes of the living, each man is one of one. 

Maybe that doesn’t make for good Twitter debate. For every defender of Michael Jordan’s basketball 
throne, another is ready to coronate LeBron James. But a switch-pitcher? The next Babe Ruth? Their 
place in history is harder to define against their peers because they have no peers. Real time is no place 
for a full appreciation of what that means. 

 

Angels send down Jaime Barria despite strong outing 

By Jeff Fletcher 

ANAHEIM — Jaime Barria’s reward for pitching seven brilliant innings against the Houston Astros on 
Tuesday night was a trip back to the minor leagues. 

The Angels optioned Barría on Wednesday because they have an off day on Monday and don’t need six 
starters for the next turn through the rotation. Barría could be back to start as soon as May 26 in New 
York. 

“It’s tough,” Manager Mike Scioscia said. “I don’t think anyone, when they are performing well, expects 
(to go down). There’s a difference between getting to the big leagues and making some footprints. Right 
now Jaime is starting to make some footprints, but he’s not quite there. I think there’s a lot of things 
that are out of his control.” 

If Barría remained in the rotation, the other five starters would all take their next turns on six days rest, 
two more than normal. Although Shohei Ohtani has been making all his starts on at least six days rest, 
the other starters prefer to go with four or five. 

“These guys have all been well-rested and bouncing back well,” Scioscia said. “We want to get a little 
continuity.” 

Also, Scioscia said the move helps them control the innings for Barría, a 21-year-old who threw 141-2/3 
innings last year. 

https://www.ocregister.com/2018/05/15/angels-bullpen-fails-to-hang-on-against-astros-spoiling-jaime-barrias-strong-outing/
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While Barría is down, the Angels can have an extra reliever. They recalled Eduardo Paredes on 
Wednesday. Blake Wood (elbow impingement) could replace Paredes as soon as Friday, following one 
last rehab outing on Thursday at Inland Empire. 

TROUT AT THE TOP 

Mike Trout remained in the leadoff spot for a second straight game, even with Zack Cozart back in the 
lineup, and Scioscia said they will stick with this, at least in the short term. 

He said eventually Trout will go back to the No. 2 or even No. 3 spot, once they get Cozart or Ian Kinsler 
hitting well enough to be at the top. The downside of having Trout bat first is that it reduces his chances 
to drive in runs. 

“For the short term, when you’re trying to get some guys in the swing and they are hitting lower in the 
lineup, we are not taking away what Mike’s impact will be,” Scioscia said. “Whether he’s hitting first or 
second for stretches is not going to impact it that much.” 

It’s also unclear how the lineup will look without Shohei Ohtani, who was hitting second for the second 
straight game. Ohtani will not be in the lineup on Saturday or Sunday, as he prepares to start on the 
mound Sunday. 

ALSO 

The Chargers had all seven of their draft picks out at Angel Stadium for the pregame on Wednesday. 
They played some catch in the outfield and posed for photos with a few Angels players and coaches. 

UP NEXT 

Angels (Tyler Skaggs, 3-2, 3.07) vs. Rays (Chris Archer, 2-3, 5.64), Thursday, 7 p.m., Fox Sports West, 
KLAA (830 AM) 

 

Angels’ Tyler Skaggs enjoying healthy, successful start to season 

By Jeff Fletcher 

ANAHEIM — At the intersection of health and experience, Tyler Skaggs is enjoying the best extended 
stretch of work in his career. 

Heading into his ninth start of the season, on Thursday, Skaggs has posted a 3.07 ERA and he’s pitched 
44 innings, tops on the team. 

“It feels good,” he said. “If you look at my career before I got over here and had Tommy John, I didn’t 
miss a start ever. It feels good and normal. It feels like what I’ve always done.” 
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Since the Angels acquired Skaggs in the winter before the 2014 season – reacquiring a player they 
drafted and then traded to the Arizona Diamondbacks – Skaggs has enjoyed a few good months. Mostly, 
his successes have been interrupted by injuries or ineffectiveness. 

He missed almost two entire years – from August 2014 to July 2016 – rehabbing from Tommy John 
surgery and a subsequent shoulder injury. 

Skaggs, 26, hasn’t had an arm injury since, having missed time last year with an oblique injury. 

With the injuries behind him, he’s working on a run of consistently strong performances. He said part of 
his success is attributable to the development of his changeup – a new pitch this year – and a two-seam 
fastball. 

“The curve and the four-seamer have always been there,” he said. “If you’re two-dimensional, they have 
a 50-percent chance of being right. I think once I started throwing the changeup, it’s opened up a lot of 
avenues for me.” 

Skaggs has thrown his changeup 10 percent of the time, but hitters are batting .143 against it. They are 
hitting .177 against his two-seamer, which he’s thrown 15 percent of the time. 

Skaggs had had a good start to his season while pitching in a rotation that has been in flux, with the 
order often jumbled as they try to give the starters extra rest and work in Shohei Ohtani, who is on a 
different schedule. 

“It would be nice to have a set schedule, but there’s nothing I can do about it,” he said. “The team is 
pitching well right now. That’s all that matters.” 

 

 

          FROM THE LOS ANGELES TIMES      

Justin Verlander stifles two late threats and shuts down the Angels 

By Jeff Miller 

They had the tying on second base in the eighth inning and on first base in the ninth, the go-ahead run 
at the plate both times Wednesday night at Angel Stadium. 

Close but nothing more was all the Angels could produce in another tight, flustering loss to Justin 
Verlander and the Houston Astros. 

This one ended 2-0 and arrived as a complete-game exclamation point delivered like his 96-mph four-
seam, five-alarm fastball. 

"I felt like in general we saw him pretty good," Zack Cozart said. "We just missed some balls." 
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Since joining Houston last season, Verlander has faced the Angels four times. He's 4-0 in those games, 
with two earned runs and 11 hits allowed in 31 innings, striking out 31 and walking four. 

That computes to an ERA of 0.58, a number that reads like the finest of print, nearly too small to see. 

Then again, there's even more, which is to say, there's even less. 

In 34 innings on the road this season, Verlander has permitted a single earned run. That's an ERA of 
0.26. 

"You know that you can't make mistakes," Angels starter Garrett Richards said. "You know he's going to 
put up zeroes. You just try to match him. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to do that tonight. So I kind of feel 
like I lost us the game." 

Richards didn't allow an earned run and gave up only one run-producing swing (a two-run homer by 
Evan Gattis) and still that wasn't enough, the Angels succumbing only after their final two shots at 
Verlander. 

With two outs in the ninth, Albert Pujols singled and Andrelton Simmons walked. Cozart worked the 
count to 2-1 before — on Verlander's 118th pitch of the night — popping out for Verlander's first 
shutout since 2015. 

"I was trying to get a good pitch to hit," Cozart said, "and popped it up." 

The threat in the eighth was even more dramatic. With one out, Ian Kinsler singled and Kole Calhoun hit 
a ground-rule double to center, Calhoun's first extra-base hit since opening day and third hit in 28 at-
bats against Verlander. Kinsler couldn't score as the ball bounced over the fence. 

Manager Mike Scioscia then used Luis Valbuena to hit for Martin Maldonado. Although Valbuena was 
only three for 33 all-time against Verlander, one of those hits was a homer. 

Here, the Angels' most famous bat-flipper watched a 97.5-mph fastball for strike three, Valbuena in such 
disagreement with umpire Chris Conroy's call that he actually flipped his bat. Yes, on a strikeout. 

That brought up Mike Trout, matching a pair of players at the tops of their respective games. 

The great showdown lasted one pitch and ended with an overwhelmingly underwhelming check swing, 
Trout tapping gently back to Verlander, who tossed to first for the third out. 

"Just my timing is a little late right now," said Trout, who is one for 18 on this homestand. "Easy fix. Big 
situation tonight. But a lot of baseball left." 

For the second consecutive game, Scioscia batted Trout first and Shohei Ohtani second in the order. For 
the second consecutive game, the results weren't good. In those two games, they are one for 14. 

In fairness, Scioscia could have put Trout and Ohtani in all nine spots in the lineup and it might not have 
mattered. 
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Not with Verlander on the mound, the Houston right-hander diminishing the Angels' hitters so 
completely that it was going to take more than a monkey to rally them. 

 

Angels’ Barria sent to the minors after strong start 

By Jeff Miller 

Had the bullpen finished Tuesday what he so expertly started, Jaime Barria would have spent 
Wednesday in one of the strangest places in baseball: 

Leading the Angels in victories and playing for the Salt Lake Bees. 

The rookie was optioned back to triple A despite another strong start against Houston. 

He left after seven splendid innings and with the Angels leading, 3-1. Reliever Jose Alvarez then gave up 
three runs in what became a 5-3 loss. 

The development cost Barria his fourth win, which would have tied Garrett Richards for tops on the 
team. 

Barria was sent down because the Angels won't need an extra starter until on their next trip. 
Reliever Eduardo Paredes was recalled Wednesday to take his roster spot. 

"It's tough," manager Mike Scioscia said. "I don't think anyone when they're performing well would 
expect it. But there's a difference in getting to the big leagues and then making footprints in the big 
leagues. 

"Right now, Jaime is obviously starting to make some footprints. But he's not quite there yet. There are 
a lot of things that are out of his control." 

Only 21, Barria remains the sixth starter on a team that has been gathering quality starts of late. Four of 
his five starts for the Angels have been notably good. 

Barria's 2.13 ERA and 1.026 walks-plus-hits per inning pitched (WHIP) are best among the starters. 
Only Shohei Ohtani has held the opposition to a lower batting average among Angels pitchers who have 
appeared in more than one game. 

Leading role 

Mike Trout became the third player to hit leadoff for the Angels on Tuesday, joining Ian Kinsler and Zack 
Cozart. Trout also hit first Wednesday. 

The players who haven't been tried in that spot include the one who leads the team in hits and is second 
in on-base percentage. 
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Andrelton Simmons and his .342 average (entering Wednesday) have been moved no higher in the 
order than fifth. 

"He's doing a great job and comfortable hitting with the grouping he's in now with some guys on base," 
Scioscia said, all indications being that Simmons will stay put for now. 

 

                 FROM ANGELS.COM       

Taking stock of AL West at quarter mark 

By Jane Lee 

The Astros are rolling, but they have close company in the American League West, with the Angels and 
Mariners keeping pace through the first quarter of the 2018 season. 

The A's are putting up a fight, rallying to stay in the mix, while the Rangers are lagging at the bottom. 
Here's a peek at how each club has fared thus far, with a look ahead at what's next: 

Angels 

One thing we learned in the first quarter: Shohei Ohtani is the real deal. The two-way phenom has 
logged a 3.58 ERA with 43 strikeouts over 32 2/3 innings as a right-handed pitcher while batting .342 
with a 1.015 OPS and five home runs as a left-handed slugger. His proficiency in both disciplines even led 
the Twins' Logan Morrison to describe him as "probably the best player in the world." The Angels have 
been conservative with Ohtani's workload thus far, but they're hoping he'll eventually be able to pitch 
more frequently later this season, which could allow him to make an even greater impact. 

One thing we'll be watching in the second quarter: Will the Angels' bullpen hold up after a heavy April 
workload and injuries? The Angels leaned heavily on their relievers in the first month of the season and 
then saw Blake Wood and Keynan Middleton land on the disabled list. Middleton, who has a damaged 
ulnar collateral ligament in his right elbow, will likely miss significant time, leaving a hole at the back end 
of the bullpen. The Angels will try to fill the void by using a closer-by-committee approach, with 
rookie Justin Anderson, Jim Johnson and Cam Bedrosian potentially factoring into the ninth-inning mix. 
If the unit doesn't stabilize, the Angels could be prompted to look externally for relief help. 

Key series or stretch of schedule: May 25-27 in New York and June 26-28 in Boston. The Angels went 0-
6 against the Yankees and Red Sox at Angel Stadium in April, but they'll have another chance to test 
themselves against two of the AL's best teams in the second quarter of the season. 

Stock watch: Now that their starting rotation has gotten back on track, the Angels seem to be trending 
up. They are two games behind the Astros in the AL West standings, and they have the potential to 
challenge the defending World Series champions for the division title if everything breaks right. 

Astros 

http://m.mlb.com/player/660271/shohei-ohtani
http://m.mlb.com/player/489149/logan-morrison
http://m.mlb.com/player/502028/blake-wood
http://m.mlb.com/player/641871/keynan-middleton
http://m.mlb.com/player/605121/justin-anderson
http://m.mlb.com/player/462382/jim-johnson
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One thing we learned in the first quarter: Houston's starting pitching has a chance to be historically 
great. Houston's starters, through 45 games, have a 2.24 ERA, which is tops in the Major Leagues by 
more than half a run. Gerrit Cole and Justin Verlander are making early AL Cy Young Award cases, 
and Charlie Morton is picking up where he left off last year. Meanwhile, Dallas Keuchel and Lance 
McCullers Jr. have also pitched well. Starting pitching is why the Astros are near the top of the division. 

One thing we'll be watching in the second quarter: The offense. Houston led the Majors in runs scored, 
batting average and just about every other offensive category last year (it was second in homers). The 
Astros, who had the fewest strikeouts in the big leagues last year, are striking out more and chasing 
more pitches, which has led to a spotty, inconsistent offense. The Astros need elite performances 
from Carlos Correa, George Springer and Jose Altuve, but Josh Reddick and Alex Bregman can find 
another gear as well. Production in left field and at designated hitter has been poor. Will Astros No. 2 
prospect Kyle Tucker, an outfielder, be up in June? 

Key series or stretch of schedule: In 16 games from Friday through June 3, the Astros play the Indians 
seven times (three in Houston, four in Cleveland), the Yankees three times on the road and the Red Sox 
four times at home in their biggest tests to date. 

Stock watch: The Astros are steady. They've been in first place or near the top of the AL West for most 
of the season, thanks to their pitching. Still, they're not playing at the championship level of a year ago 
because the offense hasn't produced up to its capability. 

Athletics 

One thing we learned in the first quarter: The A's are only as good as their starting staff, which has 
already undergone quite the makeover since the season's start. Opening Day starter Kendall 
Graveman is in Triple-A, and veterans Trevor Cahill and Brett Anderson are back in the A's rotation for 
the first time since 2011. It's an odd ensemble, now led by Sean Manaea, and it's been their weakest 
link to this point. 

One thing we'll be watching in the second quarter: Matt Olson and Matt Chapman endured their 
shares of struggles in the first quarter, but the corner-infield duo has shown signs of life at the plate of 
late. The A's pride themselves in a deep lineup, not wanting to rely on just one or two bats on any given 
day, but getting Olson and Chapman going would go a long way toward keeping the offense afloat. 

Key series or stretch of schedule: Following a challenging stretch in the schedule, the A's will return to 
Oakland on Tuesday and play 20 of their next 25 games within the comforts of the Coliseum. Taking 
advantage of this will be crucial for them. 

Stock watch: The A's are steady and hanging around .500, which is a respectable showing for a young 
club, but they'll need to produce on both sides of the ball more consistently should they want to remain 
competitive in a tough division. It's still early, and the second quarter will help dictate how they proceed 
ahead of the July 31 non-waiver Trade Deadline. 

Mariners 
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One thing we learned in the first quarter: The Mariners have the offense to make a push and have 
stayed close on the heels of the Astros and Angels thanks to their most balanced lineup in years. Dee 
Gordon's speed has been a difference-maker, and if Seattle gets sufficient help from its rotation, this is a 
club that could make some noise. 

One thing we'll be watching in the second quarter: A broken bone in his hand and then an 80-game 
suspension for Robinson Cano sent shock waves through the club on Tuesday. Cano's absence leaves a 
large void both in the lineup and the clubhouse. Gordon will move to second base from center field 
shortly, but Cano's bat won't be easily replaced in the No. 3 spot in the order. How the Mariners handle 
the loss of the eight-time All-Star will be crucial to their season's chances since he won't return until 
mid-August. 

Key series or stretch of schedule: After a road-heavy start, the Mariners just began a stretch with 16 of 
19 games at Safeco Field, all against sub-.500 teams. A hot stretch now would set up an interesting June, 
where the schedule toughens with a big homestand against the Angels and Red Sox before hitting a 10-
day trek to the Bronx, Boston and Baltimore. 

Stock watch: The Mariners are faring much better than most expected, so their first-quarter stock is 
definitely up. But how they adjust to playing without Cano figures to determine how good they can be in 
the second quarter. 

Rangers 

One thing we learned in the first quarter: The Rangers' offense continues to be crippled by strikeouts 
and a lack of hitting with runners in scoring position. Their bullpen has been in a state of flux, 
although Keone Kela has seized the closer's role. But the biggest thing gleaned from the first quarter is 
the Rangers' starting pitching continues to struggle. Through 44 games, their starters are a combined 11-
19 with a 5.14 ERA and a 1.46 WHIP. They also average 5.4 innings per start. 

One thing we'll be watching in the second quarter: The Rangers need Joey Gallo to get hot. He has 13 
home runs but is hitting just .200 with a .281 on-base percentage. The home runs are nice, but Gallo 
showed in the second half of last season that there is more to his game than just that. 

Key series or stretch of schedule: From May 28 through June 10, the Rangers play 13 straight games 
against their four division opponents. The stretch starts with a road trip of four games in Seattle and 
three in Anaheim. That's followed by a six-game homestand -- two against the Athletics and four against 
the Astros at Globe Life Park. That may be their best chance to get back in the division race. 

Stock watch: The team's stock is down, but a couple of their players are definitely trending up. Nomar 
Mazara is turning into an All-Star player. He is hitting .279 with a .335 on-base percentage and a .509 
slugging percentage. Right now, he is the Rangers' best candidate to represent them at the All-Star 
Game. Delino DeShields has left little doubt about his ability to lead off and play center field. 
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Miscue costs Richards in duel with Verlander 

By Maria Guardado 

ANAHEIM -- Zack Cozart's costly error cracked open the door for the Astros, and they never looked back, 
riding Justin Verlander's five-hit shutout to a 2-0 win over the Angels on Wednesday night at Angel 
Stadium despite an excellent start from Garrett Richards. 

Cozart backhanded a spinning cue-shot grounder off the bat of Josh Reddick with two outs in the second 
inning, but he bobbled the transfer and couldn't make the throw, extending the inning. Evan 
Gattis followed by hammering a fastball from Richards over the left-field fence for a two-run homer. 

"I was going at it normal and just thought it was like a regular ground ball, and when it got close to me it 
kicked," Cozart said of Reddick's grounder. "That's what kind of threw my timing off. I was actually 
surprised I even caught it. It sucks to lose a game on a play like that. As a position player, making an 
error on defense to cost a game is probably the worst thing for me, personally." 

Gattis' homer was the extent of the damage against Richards, who departed after allowing two 
unearned runs over seven innings, but Verlander made sure it was enough. With the win, the Astros 
secured a series victory over the Angels and moved two games ahead of their rivals for first place in the 
American League West. 

The Angels' lineup was stifled by the 35-year-old Verlander, who leads the Majors in ERA (1.05), WHIP 
(0.71) and opponents' batting average (.204) this season. The Angels had hoped the 1-2 punch of Mike 
Trout and Shohei Ohtani would jolt their offense, but the duo went a combined 0-for-8 against 
Verlander. 

"You know he's going to put up zeros," Richards said. "You just try to match him. Unfortunately, I wasn't 
able to do that tonight. I kind of feel like I lost us the game." 

The Angels didn't put runners in scoring position until the eighth, when Ian Kinsler singled and advanced 
to third on Kole Calhoun's ground-rule double to center field. Kinsler would have likely scored had 
Calhoun's drive not bounced over the fence and out of play, but the Angels were instead left with 
runners on second and third and one out. The double was Calhoun's first extra-base hit since Opening 
Day. 

Manager Mike Scioscia sent up Luis Valbuena to pinch hit for Martin Maldonado, but Verlander struck 
him out by spotting a 97.5 mph fastball on the inside corner for a called third strike. That brought up 
Trout, who tried to check his swing on a first-pitch fastball but inadvertently made contact, resulting in a 
weak groundout to end the inning. Trout is now 2-for-27 (.074) against Verlander in his career and 1-for-
18 (.056) over his last seven games. 

"It's tough," Trout said. "My timing is a little late right now. Easy fix. It's obviously a big situation in the 
[eighth], but there's a lot of baseball left." 

Verlander returned to the mound for the ninth and struck out Ohtani swinging for the third time, 
collecting his 2,500th career strikeout. After Justin Upton popped out in foul territory, Albert 
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Pujolsdelivered a two-out single and Andrelton Simmons walked to put a pair of runners on for Cozart, 
but Verlander coaxed a popout on his 118th pitch to cap his masterful performance. 

"When he smells the end of the game, it's when he really tunes it up," Scioscia said. "He pitched a great 
game tonight for them." 

While Richards came away with the tough-luck loss, he's rebounded nicely since allowing nine runs over 
1 2/3 innings in a disastrous start against the Yankees on April 28. In his three subsequent outings, 
Richards has posted a 1.42 ERA with two walks and 16 strikeouts over 19 innings, lowering his overall 
ERA to 3.47 on the season. 

"I'm limiting the walks," Richards said. "I'm throwing more strikes. It's allowing me to get both my 
breaking balls in the zone and my sinker is sinking again. That's a plus." 

UP NEXT 
The Angels will open a four-game series against the Rays on Thursday night at 7:07 p.m. PT at Angel 
Stadium, with left-hander Tyler Skaggs starting opposite Tampa Bay right-hander Chris Archer. Skaggs 
did not factor into the decision on Friday vs. the Twins after giving up two runs in six innings. The 26-
year-old has pitched to a 2.28 ERA over his last four outings. Skaggs made his only career appearance 
against the Rays on May 15, 2014, when he yielded five runs over six innings. 

 

Mike Trout is already an all-time great at age 26 

By Jordan Shusterman 

Surprise, surprise: Mike Trout is off to yet another historically remarkable start to the season. The 
Angels' center fielder is slashing a cool .298/.440/.616 with 12 dingers, eight stolen bases and an AL-
leading 37 walks. His current OPS of 1.056 would be the second-best of his career, second only to 2017's 
1.071.  

While we have grown accustomed to the greatness of Trout gracing our modern baseball world with 
MVP campaign after MVP campaign, we should not lose sight of the extent to which that greatness 
stands out in the broader landscape of baseball history. Still just 26 until August 7 and only in his 
seventh full Major League season, Trout is essentially already a Hall of Famer. How is that even possible? 

You certainly don't need advanced metrics to understand how good Trout's career has been thus far. His 
career line of .306/.411/.568 with 213 HR and 173 steals in 968 games speaks loudly enough. But no 
metric highlights the absurdity of Trout's accomplishments better than Wins Above Replacement, which 
seeks to pack both the offensive and defensive value of a player into one number. Trout's elite hitting 
prowess and dynamic defense in center field has produced WAR at a pace that we've essentially never 
seen before. 

Trout currently sits at 57.7 career WAR. That is good for 7th among all active position players, which 
is completely insane. He sits comfortably ahead of multi-time All-Stars like Joe Mauer, Andrew 
McCutchen and Yadier Molina -- players with several more big league seasons under their belt. Trout 
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will soon pass Ichiro, who has 59.4 WAR and is a surefire lock for Cooperstown. He has played in 1,683 
fewer games than Ichiro, and when Ichiro made his Major League debut in April 2001, Trout was 
finishing up 5th grade. Again: Trout is about to catch him.   

Among the top 25 active position player WAR leaders, Trout is the only one under the age of 31. He 
made his debut at age 19 in 2011, so while we feel like we've been watching Trout play for a lifetime, 
he's still relatively young for the league. Trout is younger than Padres third baseman and NL Rookie of 
the Year candidate Christian Villanueva. He is younger than fellow AL West outfielder and recent 
breakout star Mitch Haniger. He is less than a year older than 2017 AL Rookie of the Year Aaron Judge.   

But why bother comparing Trout to his mere mortal modern-day counterparts? A glance at the all-time 
career WAR leaderboards indicates that Trout -- again, still only 26 years old -- has already passed the 
career marks of 68 Hall of Fame position players, including Willie Stargell, Kirby Puckett, Ralph Kiner and 
Jim Rice. (Click on the graphic below to enlarge it.) 

The chart above hypothesizes the next Hall of Famers to be surpassed by Trout, who currently leads the 
league with 3.5 WAR through his first 43 games of 2018. 

But really, why bother compare Trout to just any old Hall of Famers? At this point, he stacks up strictly 
with the very best of all time. Only two players accrued more WAR through their age-26 seasons than 
Trout: Ty Cobb (63.4) and Mickey Mantle (61.4). When Trout was a top prospect, the Mantle 
comparisons seemed reckless, if not downright irresponsible. Fast forward to today, and Mantle is the 
only comparison worth making. 

We can no longer be surprised by Trout's shockingly realistic march towards G.O.A.T. status -- we can 
only appreciate and applaud it. 

 

Barria sent down so Angels can carry 8 relievers 

Rookie expected to return when club next needs a 6th starter 

By Maria Guardado 

ANAHEIM -- One day after holding the Astros to one run over seven innings and outdueling Gerrit Cole, 
rookie Jaime Barria found himself on the way back to Triple-A Salt Lake, a casualty of strategic roster 
management by the Angels. 

The Angels optioned Barria and recalled Eduardo Paredes on Wednesday, adding an extra reliever to 
their bullpen mix ahead of their series finale against the Astros. Barria, a 21-year-old right-hander, has 
been a revelation this season, logging a 2.13 ERA over 25 1/3 innings in five MLB starts, but with an off-
day on Monday, the Angels won't need a sixth starter until May 26, so they opted to carry an eight-man 
bullpen in the meantime. 

"It's tough," manager Mike Scioscia said. "I don't think anyone, when they're performing well, expects it, 
but there's a difference of getting to the big leagues and then making footprints in the big leagues. Right 
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now, Jaime is obviously starting to make footprints, but he's not quite there yet. I think there's a lot of 
things that are out of his control right now. He understands it." 

Barring an injury, Barria must spend at least 10 days in the Minors before he's eligible to return to the 
Angels. Scioscia said the right-hander will likely make at least one start for Salt Lake, though it will be an 
abbreviated outing, as the Angels want to be careful with his workload. 

"He'll get some work in," Scioscia said. "I'm sure he'll start. How far along that will be, we'll see. We 
definitely want to try to preserve some pitches on some of the young arms who are hopefully going to 
be with us for a long time. Not only this season, but in the future." 

Paredes, 23, has allowed seven runs in 6 1/3 innings (9.95 ERA) in five appearances for the Angels in 
2018. He's recorded a 1.59 ERA over 11 1/3 innings in nine appearances for Salt Lake. 

Trout, Ohtani back at the top 
Zack Cozart returned to the lineup on Wednesday, but he did not reclaim his spot at the top of the 
batting order, as the Angels opted to go with the 1-2 punch of Mike Trout and Shohei Ohtani for the 
second consecutive game. Scioscia said he doesn't expect that lineup shuffle to be permanent, as the 
Angels would ideally like to have Cozart or Ian Kinsler stick in the leadoff spot to give Trout more 
opportunities to hit with runners on base. 

Cozart began the day batting .235 with a .299 on-base percentage, while Kinsler is hitting .209 with a 
.292 on-base percentage. 

"Mike Trout, he's the guy who you want to set the table for, and the guy that's going to set the table for 
guys, too," Scioscia said. "Both have to be in place. There's no doubt that him hitting second or him 
hitting third totally solves the problem of getting guys on base for him. Him hitting first, getting on base, 
gives a deeper look to what he can do to score a run. I think there is a balance there, I think we 
definitely, in the big picture, see him hitting second or third. I think that's going to be where he's going 
to settle." 

Worth noting 
• Reliever Blake Wood is scheduled to make his second rehab appearance with Class A Advanced Inland 
Empire on Thursday. Wood has been sidelined with a right elbow impingement since April 23. 

 

                 FROM THE ATHLETIC       

Minor League Matters: Six 2017 draft picks making a strong first impression 

By Emily Waldon and Melissa Lockard 

Assessing the success of a draft pick generally takes three to five years, but it’s always a good feeling for 
a scouting director when a top pick from the previous season gets off to a good start. Below are six 
players selected within the top-70 picks in last year’s draft who are already making a solid first 
impression less than a year into their professional careers. 
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All stats good through May 16. 

CF Jo Adell 
2017 Draft Selection: 1st Round (10th overall) – Angels 
Current Assignment: Class A Burlington (Midwest League) 
Ht/Wt: 6-3/208 lbs.    B/T: R/R    DOB: April 8, 1999 
Season Stats: 77 AB, .325/.384/.545, 25 H, 19 R, 6 2B, 3 HR, 25 RBI 

(Report by Emily Waldon) 

Although the term “toolsy” is frequently tossed around these days with little substance behind it, Adell 
is one of the few true five-tool players I’ve watched come into the minor leagues in recent years. 

Going down the list of power, arm strength, quick hands and speed, it’s tricky to find many flaws in the 
19-year-old’s profile. Oh, did I mention he’s got some ups too? 

Signed by the Angels for slot value ($4,376,800) as the 10th-overall pick, the Ballard High School alum 
was sensational during his senior season, hitting .562 with 25 home runs and 61 RBI over 35 games. 
Adell, who won’t turn 20 until next summer, draws the greatest attention for his quick-twitch 
athleticism, creating instinctive reaction on both sides of the ball that usually keeps him one step ahead 
of the rest of the pack. 

Defensively, Adell is a spark plug, carrying plus-plus speed that earned him a 6.4 time in the 60-yard 
dash. Adell can easily move to all corners of his outfield post with a plus arm and advanced instincts, and 
although he’s still raw on many fronts, he projects as an everyday major league defender. 

Offensively, Adell is holding his own, as expected. He has a .419 wOBA and an 8.1 percent walk rate, but 
Adell’s strikeout percentage sits a bit high at 27.9 percent over 20 games in Class A this season. Those 
quick-twitch reflexes help him get around on the ball well enough to lead me to believe the pitch 
recognition should come in time. 

While there is no denying the many tools Adell boasts, his ability to transition them fluidly into a minor 
league career can take some time, and there has been some concern about whether Adell’s hitting will 
be able to match the rest of his skillset. Still, Adell’s .221 ISO and .929 OPS are giving him plenty to stand 
on in his first year of Class A ball and we’ll get a much better idea of how those raw abilities at the plate 
will improve as the season continues. 

RHP Griffin Canning 
2017 Draft Selection: 2nd round — #47 overall (Angels) 
Current Assignment: Class AA Mobile BayBears (Southern League) 
Ht/Wt: 6-1/170 lbs.    B/T: R/R   DOB: May 11, 1996 
Season Stats: 36 1/3 IP, 1-0, 1.49 ERA, 19 H, 7 R, 42 K, .153 BAA 

(Report by Melissa Lockard) 

A SoCal native and UCLA alum, Canning was the Angels’ next pick after Adell in last year’s draft. Canning 
had a strong junior season with the Bruins, posting a 2.34 ERA and striking out 140 in 119 innings. 
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Going into the draft, Canning was expected to go in the first round, but slid as rumors of a bad pre-draft 
MRI of his shoulder circulated. After the heavy college workload and the potential injury scare, Canning 
didn’t pitch after signing with the Angels last year. 

The Angels didn’t hesitate to challenge Canning this season, however. They sent him to the Class A 
Advanced California League to make his professional debut with the Inland Empire 66ers. He made two 
appearances for the team — not allowing a run in 8 2/3 innings — and the Angels pushed him to Class 
AA Mobile. 

Since joining the Mobile BayBears, his starts have become must-see TV. Twice he has started games that 
have ended with combined no-hitters for the Mobile staff. The first was on April 28; the second came on 
Monday. Canning has fought his command some since jumping to Class AA (14 walks in 27 2/3 innings), 
but hitters have had a tough time making hard contact against him. He’s held opposing batters to a .153 
average and he’s given up just two home runs. 

Canning isn’t a power pitcher, but he can run his fastball up to 96 on occasion and he sits comfortably in 
the 91-94 mph range. He has a deep repertoire of secondary offerings that include a changeup, 
curveball and slider. He can use his changeup and curveball in any count and the slider is a potentially 
effective offering, as well. 

The Angels are going to be careful with Canning’s pitch counts this season, but given that he’s already 
reached Class AA, there is an outside chance that he could finish his season pitching in Anaheim, just a 
few miles from where he grew up. 

DH/2B Keston Hiura 
2017 Draft Selection: 1st Round (#9 overall) — Brewers 
Current Assignment: Class A Advanced Carolina Mudcats (Carolina League) 
Ht/Wt: 5-11/190 lbs.    B/T: R/R    DOB: August 2, 1996 
Season Stats: 142 AB, .275/.333/.451, 39 H, 22 R, 9 2B, 4 HR, 13 RBI 

(Report by Emily Waldon) 

Hiura is rated the number four prospect in the Brewers system by Baseball America, but the jury is still 
out on whether he will be able to graduate beyond the role of a DH. 

Huira, 21, has some of the most natural raw power in his draft class and he’s found success in translating 
that power to all fields since turning pro. But last season while at UC-Irvine, Hiura suffered a partial UCL 
tear in his right elbow. While he has thus far avoided surgery, he didn’t get much of an opportunity to 
play in the field last year, and concerns remain as to whether his elbow will be strong enough for him to 
play everyday at second base. 

Signed for $570,000 below slot value for $4,000,000, Huira was one of most successful hitters at the 
Division I level last season. Over his three-year career at UCI, Huira slashed a combined .375/.466/.581 
with a 1.047 OPS and a 16.0 strikeout percentage. Since turning pro, he has seen a slight drop in his walk 
percentage to 5.8 percent and a slight climb in his strikeout percentage to 22.4 percent, but that 
adjustment period is to be expected. 
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Huira’s wRC+ and wOBA both sit above average and his compact swing generates power far beyond 
what you might expect from his 5-11 frame. Hiura’s bat speed is exceptional and with quick hands, he’s 
already put pieces in place for when his pitch recognition improves. 

Although he was a second baseman in college, many believe he is a future outfielder. Hiura’s hit tool 
keeps him intriguing enough to buy him time while the Brewers decide where his future defensive home 
will be. 

SS Royce Lewis 
2017 Draft Selection: 1st Round (#1 overall) – Twins 
Current Assignment: Class A Cedar Rapids (Midwest League) 
Ht/Wt: 6-2/188 lbs.     B/T: R/R   DOB: June 5, 1999 
Season Stats: 100 AB, .340/.394/.410, 34 H, 16 R, 4 2B, HR, 12 RBI 

(Report by Emily Waldon) 

Any questions and concerns surrounding Lewis’s ability to hit at a high level have lost any legs to stand 
on, thanks to the steady success of the number one overall pick from 2017. 

Signed for nearly $1 million below his slot value for $6,725,000, Lewis is a wiry 6-2, 188 pounds with 
enough pure speed and athleticism to be successful on either side of the ball. Lewis has plenty of 
physical projection ahead and with his 19th birthday coming up in June, expect Lewis to add some 
muscle in the coming years that should, in turn, create a spike in his current ISO rate of .071. 

Lewis has drawn comparisons to Carlos Correa by Baseball America and is rated the Twins’ number one 
prospect by multiple outlets. The greatest enjoyment in watching Lewis over the next few seasons will 
be simply watching the pieces fall into place. 

Across the board, the instincts are there. After posting a 20 percent strikeout rate in 2017 during his first 
look at the Midwest League, Lewis has slashed that to 11.3 percent this season. He isn’t known to chase 
at the plate and isn’t afraid to draw a walk. He becomes just as dangerous on base when you factor in 
his plus speed. 

Lewis, like much of last year’s draft class, will have to discover his exact niche as his development 
continues, but he’s showing it won’t take him long to get there. 

1B Nick Pratto 
2017 Draft Selection: 1st round (#14 overall) — Royals 
Current Assignment: Class A Lexington Legends (South Atlantic League) 
Ht/Wt: 6-1/195 lbs.     B/T: L/L   DOB: Oct. 6, 1998 
Season Stats: 134 AB, .276/.326/.463, 37 H, 23 R, 7 2B, 6 HR, 19 RBI 

(Report by Melissa Lockard) 

After riding a group of homegrown stars to two straight World Series appearances and one title, the 
Royals are looking to build that next wave of talent. Just as Eric Hosmer anchored the infield of that 
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group that brought home the 2015 title, Pratto projects to be at the center of the next group of Royals’ 
talent. 

A star in Huntington Beach, Calif., Pratto first gained national attention in 2011 when he had the walk-
off hit to give his team the Little League World Series title over the Japanese club. Pratto competed 
against high-level talent throughout his prep career and came to pro ball as polished as any high school 
hitter. He spent his pro debut in the Rookie-level Arizona League, posting a .247/.330/.414 line with four 
home runs and 10 stolen bases. 

The Royals pushed Pratto to full-season ball this year, and he is more than holding his own in the South 
Atlantic League. Although his walk rate has dipped with Lexington, Pratto is showing power and the 
ability to hit for average early in his first full season. He is currently tied for fourth in the league in home 
runs. He is also showing dexterity around the first base bag. 

Pratto has above-average bat speed and a smooth left-handed stroke that should allow him to hit for 
power as he continues to fill out his frame. Although his walk rate is currently below 10 percent, he has 
a solid approach at the plate and decent pitch recognition. It would be a surprise to see his walks remain 
as low as they are currently at the end of the year. He sees a lot of pitches but will need to refine his 
two-strike approach to make more consistent contact as he rises through the minor leagues. He is a 
good athlete with average foot speed and the skills to be a solid defensive first baseman. Pratto’s profile 
is similar to that of current A’s first baseman Matt Olson. 

Pratto won’t turn 20 until after the season and is likely to spend the 2018 campaign in the Sally League. 

C Daulton Varsho 
2017 Draft Selection: Round CBB (#68 overall) – Diamondbacks 
Current Assignment: Class A Advanced Visalia Rawhide (California League) 
Ht/Wt: 5-10/190 lbs.     B/T: L/R   DOB: July 2, 1996 
Season Stats: 122 AB, .262/.357/.418, 32 H, 20 R, 5 2B, 4 HR, 17 RBI 

(Report by Melissa Lockard) 

The son of longtime big leaguer Gary Varsho, Varsho made his mark in a place not usually known for its 
baseball program – the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Varsho dominated at the plate in three 
years in the Horizon League, posting a .335/.428/.572 line in 162 college games. 

Varsho had some first-round hype prior to the draft, but he slipped to the Diamondbacks in the 
Compensation Round B. He made his mark quickly in pro ball, putting together an outstanding pro debut 
season with Short-season Hillsboro of the Northwest League. In 50 games, he hit .311/.368/.534 with 
seven home runs and a 17:30 BB:K. He was named a Northwest League post-season All-Star. 

The Diamondbacks didn’t hesitate to push Varsho up to the Class A Advanced California League for his 
first full season. Although Varsho’s power numbers are down some in the early going, he is continuing to 
hit the ball in the air at a good clip (33.3 percent flyball rate) and has shown the ability to drive the ball 
out to his pull-side. He’s also flashed his high baseball IQ and above-average catcher’s speed when on 
the bases, swiping 10 bags in 12 chances already this year. 
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Varsho came into pro ball with the reputation of being a hit-first catcher, but he has shown some 
aptitude behind the plate already. His footwork is still raw, but he has shown above-average athleticism 
behind the plate and a quick release on his throws. Varsho has been challenged often by base-runners 
this season, but he’s thrown out 19 of 39 would-be base-stealers. Varsho rates highly for his 
understanding of the game and his work ethic. He may not be a sure-bet to stick behind the plate, but 
he has the tools and the work ethic to make it a decent possibility. In terms of his athleticism and speed, 
Varsho is similar to former big league catcher Jason Kendall, although Varsho’s offensive profile, skewing 
more toward patience and power, is different than Kendall’s. 

The Diamondbacks will be in no rush to move Varsho, but he has a chance to finish the year in Class AA. 

 

 

One strange hop and one bad pitch end Angels’ bid for second series win against 
the Astros 

By Steve Dilbeck 

Sometimes good teams are separated from the best teams by the thinnest of margins. One swing, one 
single misplay, and all is changed 

The Houston Astros are the reigning world champions. They possess the title the Angels covet, and 
believe is attainable. 

But a three-game series against the Astros at home left the Angels straining for the finish line, only to be 
nipped at the wire. The Angels came away with one victory, the Astros wining the final 
game Wednesday 2-0 behind a strong performance by Justin Verlander and one quirky bounce. 

Right-hander Garrett Richards nearly matched Verlander, aside from one strange hop and one bad pitch. 
He had two outs in the second when Josh Reddick hit a bouncer to charging third baseman Zack Cozart. 

“It cued,” said Angels manager Mike Scioscia. “The first hop looked normal and the second hop took a 
hard turn. He backhanded but couldn’t get the transfer and throw off. That’s just a terrible hop.” 

Cozart struggled to get the ball out his twisting glove, dropping it for a costly error. 

“I thought it was a regular groundball and then when it got close to me it kicked,” he said. “That’s what 
kind of threw my timing off. I was actually surprised I caught it. 

“It sucks to lose a game on a play like that. As a position player, making an error on defense to cost a 
game is probably the worst thing for me personally.” 

Evan Gattis followed and Richards’ first pitch to him was supposed to be a fastball down and away, that 
lifted up and in. Gattis lifted it out to right for a two-run homer. 
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Houston had the game’s only runs. Verlander would throw a five-hit shutout and make them hold up, 
and the Astros were still a smidgen better. 

“It’s early in the season, but that’s a team we’re going to have to compete against all year,” Richards 
said. “We play them a few more times. We’ll learn from this one and hopefully next time, get them.” 

The Angels had taken two of three from the Astros last month in Houston, so the Astros were simply 
returning the favor. Still, they left Anaheim with a two-game lead over the Angels in the AL West. 

The Angels went quietly against Verlander (5-2) early, managing only two hits through the first seven 
innings. 

Then they got two on in the eighth and ninth, but Verlander dug in and closed the door to earn his 
eighth career shutout. 

“When he smells the end of the game, it’s where he really tunes it up,” Scioscia said. 

“We just couldn’t get that one hit with runners in scoring position.” 

Houston has the best rotation in the majors. The Angels’ more questionable unit is filled with pitchers 
coming back from serious injury, but Richards’ strong start left them with three consecutive games — all 
against the Astros — where their starters went at least seven innings. 

Richards (4-2) is coming back from an ulnar collateral ligament injury in 2016 that he treated with stem 
cell injections instead of Tommy John surgery, and then a biceps strain last season that limited him to six 
starts. 

And he is supposed to be the Angels’ ace. 

“He had a really good fastball,” Astros manager AJ Hinch. “Occasionally he really threw some nasty 
breaking balls as well. He didn’t throw as many curveballs as he did in the past. 

“But he’s tough to hit. He’s threatening. He can mix up and in with the best of them, too, which makes 
you a little uncomfortable.” 

Richards did not allow an earned run. And came up short. 

“It was just that one situation, where sometimes it’s just one bad pitch that gets you,” said Angels 
catcher Martín Maldonado. “But we were still able to create a chance to tie the game. Tomorrow, we 
just need to convert.” 

One situation, one bad hop, one bad pitch. Sometimes it’s all the difference between good and great. 
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                 FROM MiLB.COM       

MiLB to honor Big Brothers Big Sisters of America Rising Star Students with 
college stipends  

Twenty high school seniors receive funding in recognition of academic achievements, community 
involvement 

Minor League Baseball™ (MiLB™) and MiLB Charities today announced that 20 high school students 
nationwide will receive a $500 college stipend as part of the Big Brothers Big Sisters Rising Star Students 
program. The award honors high-achieving students involved in the Big Brothers Big Sisters of America 
mentorship program who are preparing for their "call-up" to college. 

The Big Brothers Big Sisters Rising Star Students program further reinforces MiLB's commitment to its 
communities and its charitable partners. In the third year of the program, MiLB is expanding its reach to 
even more deserving students and paving the way for future expansion. The 20 winners include high 
school seniors from 18 Big Brothers Big Sisters of America affiliates across 14 states. 

Each honoree will receive a check and Minor League Baseball-themed prizes, and each participating 
Minor League Baseball team will honor its local winners during on-field ceremonies. This year's winners, 
their nominating Big Brothers Big Sisters agencies and the local MiLB teams that will recognize them, are 
as follows: 

- Alexander Marcano, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Tampa Bay, Clearwater Threshers 
- Alexandra Capps, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Oklahoma, Tulsa Drillers 
- Amaya Williams, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Northeast Indiana, Fort Wayne TinCaps 
- Benjamin Schmiesing, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Greater Miami Valley, Dayton Dragons 
- Briana Renee Alvarez, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Texas, Round Rock Express 
- Coby Bernharthorton, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Blair County, Altoona Curve 
- Daniel Rosenbloom, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Utah, Salt Lake Bees 
- Danielle Polion, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Kentuckiana, Louisville Bats 
- Ivan Alexis Rodriguez Holguin, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central New Mexico, Albuquerque Isotopes 
- Jamir Jones, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Ohio, Columbus Clippers 
- Katie Parks, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Middle Tennessee, Nashville Sounds 
- Kionnie Byrd, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Western North Carolina, Asheville Tourists 
- Maria Stephany De Leon, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Indiana, Indianapolis Indians 
- Marquavis Little, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Great Lakes Bay Region, Great Lakes Loons 
- Maya Le-Pedroza, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Orange County, Inland Empire 66ers of San Bernardino 
- Nathan Scott Trovinger, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Capital Region, Harrisburg Senators 
- Romeo Gabrielson, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Mahoning Valley, Mahoning Valley Scrappers 
- Sophia Heying-Sullivan, Big Brothers Big Sisters Columbia Northwest, Hillsboro Hops 
- Tyler Wetherell, Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Great Lakes Bay Region, Great Lakes Loons 
- Yohanna Vasquez, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Utah, Salt Lake Bees 

Nominees were required to provide submissions describing their academic and personal achievements, 
college and career goals, and how their involvement in the Big Brothers Big Sisters program has 
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impacted them. To be eligible, nominees were required to be "Bigs" or "Littles" in Big Brothers Big 
Sisters mentoring programs. 

"This group of driven, hard-working students has demonstrated what it means to be a 'Rising Star' in 
their respective communities, and Minor League Baseball is honored to provide this stipend as they 
embark on the next level of their academic careers," said Pat O'Conner, Minor League Baseball President 
& CEO. 

"Big Brothers Big Sisters of America is so proud of these outstanding young people, and we are honored 
to partner with Minor League Baseball to celebrate their achievements in high school and help start 
them on the path to success in college," said Big Brothers Big Sisters of America President and CEO Pam 
Iorio. 

Big Brothers Big Sisters of America has been an MiLB Charity Partner since the program's inception in 
2004. The mission of the Minor League Baseball Charity Partners Program is to provide national 
exposure for participating charities, expand current relationships between clubs and local chapters and 
to foster new relationships where none exist. In 2017, charitable giving by Minor League Baseball teams 
and MiLB Charities totaled nearly $40 million. 

About Minor League Baseball 

Minor League Baseball, headquartered in St. Petersburg, Florida, is the governing body for all 
professional baseball teams in the United States, Canada and the Dominican Republic that are affiliated 
with Major League Baseball® clubs through their farm systems. Fans are coming out in unprecedented 
numbers to this one-of-a-kind experience that can only be found at Minor League Baseball ballparks. In 
2017, Minor League Baseball attracted 41.8 million fans to its ballparks to see the future stars of the 
sport hone their skills. From the electricity in the stands to the excitement on the field, Minor League 
Baseball has provided affordable family-friendly entertainment to people of all ages since its founding in 
1901. For more information visit MiLB.com. 

Follow Minor League Baseball on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 

About Big Brothers Big Sisters of America 

Big Brothers Big Sisters provides children facing adversity with strong, enduring, professionally 
supported one-to-one mentoring relationships that change their lives for the better, forever. Big 
Brothers Big Sisters ensures that the children in its program achieve measurable outcomes, including 
educational success, avoidance of risky behaviors, higher aspirations, greater confidence, and better 
relationships. This mission has been the cornerstone of the organization's 114-year history. With nearly 
300 affiliates across the country, Big Brothers Big Sisters has served more than 2 million children 
("Littles") in the past 10 years. Learn more at www.bigbrothersbigsisters.org. 

 

 

 

http://www.milb.com/milb/info/charity.jsp
http://www.milb.com/index.jsp
mailto:https://www.facebook.com/milb
https://www.instagram.com/milb
https://twitter.com/MiLB
https://www.milb.com/milb/news/milb-to-honor-big-brothers-big-sisters-of-america-rising-star-students-with-college-stipends/www.bigbrothersbigsisters.org
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                 FROM THE ASSOCIATED PRESS     

Verlander throws 5-hit shutout, Astros blank Angels 2-0 

By Dan Greenspan 

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Justin Verlander is not prone to sentimentality. 

More excited about getting out of a jam than getting his 2,500th strikeout, Verlander put both his flair 

for the moment and his enduring greatness on full display Wednesday night in a classic masterpiece on 

the mound. 

The right-hander threw a five-hitter for his first shutout in three years and Evan Gattis hit a two-run 

homer as the Houston Astros beat the Los Angeles Angels 2-0. 

“Pretty much a clinic on how to pitch,” Astros manager A.J. Hinch said. “I mean, it’s just an epic 

performance by a really good pitcher. It’s fun to win a series, especially against a team like this. Even 

more sweet when one of your best carries you on his back.” 

Verlander (5-2) was superb in ending his two-game skid, finishing with seven strikeouts to reach 2,500 

for his career. He walked one and lowered his ERA from 1.21 to 1.05. 

It was the fourth time this season he’s gone at least six innings without giving up a run. 

With his supermodel wife, Kate Upton, applauding in the crowd, Verlander threw 118 pitches in his 24th 

career complete game and first since 2016 with Detroit. Two runners were on when he retired Zack 

Cozart on an infield popup to polish off his eighth major league shutout and first since 2015 with the 

Tigers. 

Gattis’ fourth home run came off hard-luck loser Garrett Richards (4-2) in the second inning after a two-

out throwing error by Cozart at third base. Gattis has three home runs in his last five games. 

That was enough for Verlander, who did not allow a runner past first base for the first seven innings. 

Andrelton Simmons singled in the second and Albert Pujols singled in the fourth. 

The Angels finally put pressure on the Astros’ ace in the eighth. Ian Kinsler got a one-out single and Kole 

Calhoun hit a ground-rule double, putting two runners in scoring position. But then Verlander threw a 

called third strike past pinch-hitter Luis Valbuena and got Mike Trout to ground out softly on a check-

swing. 

After escaping the jam unscathed, Verlander pumped both arms and then his right fist. 

“Here’s the game right here. Can you get out the best player in the world? Yeah, I was pretty excited 

about it,” Verlander said. 
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Trout went 0 for 4. Shohei Ohtani was 0 for 4 with three strikeouts, going down swinging on three 

pitches to start the ninth for Verlander’s 2,500th strikeout. But it wasn’t time to reflect, not for the 

intensely focused Verlander with Pujols coming up to bat. 

“I don’t know if 2,500 punches is the one to do that,” Verlander said. “I know I’m creeping up on 200 

wins, so maybe that’s an opportunity to really kind of sit down and think about the gravity of some 

things, but it’s something I’m working on.” 

Pujols singled with two outs and Verlander walked Andrelton Simmons before retiring Cozart. 

“Verlander, when he smells the end of a game, that’s when he really turns it up,” Angels manager Mike 

Scioscia said. 

TOUGH LOSS 

Richards was nearly as effective, allowing four hits and one walk in seven innings. He struck out four, 

and both runs off him were unearned. 

It was the second skip of a grounder to Cozart taking a “terrible hop,” as Scioscia said, that saddled 

Richards with the loss. Cozart had to react quickly and backhand it, which resulted in an off-balance 

throw into the dirt. 

“It (stinks) to lose a game on a play like that,” Cozart said. “When Gattis hits the home run, that makes it 

a huge play right away, and we know the guy on the mound is going to be tough to battle against. You 

can’t give good teams extra outs.” 

RESPECT 

Ohtani did not reach base for the second time in 19 starts as the designated hitter, in part because 

Verlander was understandably cautious about challenging the Japanese two-way star. 

“I threw him a 3-2 slider the first time I faced him,” Verlander said. “I don’t think I do that to a lot of guys 

that I’ve never faced before, but I’ve seen him take some pretty impressive swings on fastballs on 

predictable counts.” 

ROSTER MOVES 

Astros: OF Tony Kemp was recalled from Triple-A Fresno after OF Jake Marisnick was sent down 

following Tuesday night’s game. Kemp went 1 for 3 while playing left field and batting ninth. 

Angels: RHP Eduardo Paredes was recalled from Triple-A Salt Lake, giving the Angels another option in 

their struggling and overworked bullpen. RHP Jamie Barria, who is 3-1 with a 2.13 ERA in five starts, was 

sent down in a corresponding move. 

UP NEXT 
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Astros: RHP Charlie Morton (5-0, 2.03 ERA) starts against Cleveland on Friday. Morton has allowed one 

run or fewer in five of his eight starts. 

Angels: LHP Tyler Skaggs (3-2, 3.07) will pitch the opener of a four-game series against Tampa Bay on 

Thursday. Skaggs has not won at home this season, going 0-2 with a 5.31 ERA in four starts. 

 

LEADING OFF: Baby Braves face Lester, Cubs; Archer vs. Angels 

A look at what’s happening around the majors today: 

THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT 

Ozzie Albies, Ronald Acuna Jr. and the baby Braves play their series finale against the visiting Chicago 

Cubs. Rookie right-hander Mike Soroka (1-1, 3.68 ERA) makes his fourth start for surprising Atlanta, 

which boasts the best record in the National League at 26-16. Veteran lefty Jon Lester (3-1, 2.66) is 6-2 

with a 2.47 ERA in nine career starts against the Braves. He has a 1.83 ERA in six games at Atlanta. 

MR. AUTOMATIC 

Odubel Herrera tries to extend his on-base streak to 43 games for the surging Phillies when they visit St. 

Louis. Philadelphia (24-16) has won six of seven and is eight games over .500 for the first time since the 

end of the 2011 season. “We’re really, really positive in here right now,” pitcher Nick Pivetta said. 

“Everybody is gelling together, you guys can see it. It’s really fun in here right now.” 

BORDER PATROL 

The Oakland Athletics will be without catcher Bruce Maxwell for a four-game series in Toronto because 

he cannot enter Canada while awaiting sentencing in Arizona on a gun-related charge. A’s manager Bob 

Melvin said Maxwell will be on the restricted list during the series, then rejoin the team when it returns 

to Oakland. Maxwell was arrested in Arizona in October after a food delivery person alleged he pointed 

a gun at her at his Scottsdale home. Maxwell pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct in April and is to be 

sentenced on June 4 in Maricopa County Superior Court. Melvin said catcher Josh Phegley will be 

recalled from Triple-A Nashville to take Maxwell’s place on the active roster. 

BEEN A WHILE 

Nolan Arenado and the Colorado Rockies play San Francisco for the first time this season. The Giants 

have already faced another NL West rival, the Los Angeles Dodgers, 11 times. “It has been a different 

schedule,” manager Bruce Bochy said. Chad Bettis (4-1) pitches for the Rockies, who are 16-9 on the 

road, against Jeff Samardzija (1-2). 

FISH FRY 
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Mike Trout and the Los Angeles Angels host a Rays team that has won three straight. Tampa Bay right-

hander Chris Archer (2-3) is 5-1 with a 2.55 ERA in seven starts against the Angels. Tyler Skaggs (3-2) gets 

the ball for Los Angeles. 

 

 

                 FROM ESPN.COM       

Mike Trout is on pace for the greatest season in MLB history 

By Sam Miller 

The greatest season in major league history, according to Baseball-Reference.com's wins above 
replacement, was Babe Ruth's 1923. That's probably not the Babe Ruth season you're thinking of: not 
the one in which he became a two-way star (8.0 WAR) or the one in which he outhomered 
10 teams(9.9) or the one in which he nearly doubled the single-season home run record (11.9) or the 
one in which he set the single-season home run mark that would last until Roger Maris (12.4) or the one 
in which he set a record for total bases that still stands today (12.9). That last one, that's the second-
greatest season in major league history, according to WAR, and the 60 homers were the fourth-greatest. 
Ruth seasons also rank seventh, 10th and 12th among all offensive seasons. 

But the 1923 season is the year Ruth did everything. He hit .393, the closest he ever came to .400. He 
drew 170 walks, the most of his career and a record that stood for almost 80 years. His league-leading 
41 homers were just the 10th-highest total of his career, but he set a career high for doubles, matched a 
career high for steals, set a career high with a .545 on-base percentage and tripled 13 times. He threw 
out 20 baserunners from the outfield and -- to the best of our ability to say things such as this 95 years 
after the fact -- he had the best defensive season of his career. He stayed healthy and unsuspended, and 
he had a career-high 697 plate appearances and a career-high 1,335 innings in the outfield. None of that 
smashes you over the head like "outhomered 10 teams" does, but it was the perfect season for an 
everything stat like WAR: It showed the cumulative value of disparate excellence. Ruth won the MVP 
award, a laughable understatement. He was the most valuable player ever. He was worth 14.1 wins 
above replacement. 

On Sunday, the Angels played their 40th game, the closest thing to a quarter mark for the season. Mike 
Trout started the game on the bench -- his first day off of the season -- and finished it with 3.51 WAR. 
The game's best player was on pace to produce 14.2 wins above replacement. It's almost unimaginable -
- nobody has cracked 12 WAR in a half-century, and no active player has ever WAR'd higher than 2016 
Trout's 10.5 -- but it's time to take seriously the possibility that we're watching the greatest season of all 
time. Also, considering how relatively quiet it has been, it's time also to wonder: How? 

There are two things to know. The first is this: Between April 8, when after 10 games of the season, 
Baseball-Reference tallied up 2018 WAR for the first time, and Sunday, Trout played 30 games. In 25 of 
those games, he had a positive WAR. This isn't normal in baseball -- not even for superstars. Trout 
doesn't homer every day; he doesn't even get a hit every day. But almost every day, he finds a way to 
add value some way or another. 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/30836/mike-trout
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/30836/mike-trout
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The second thing to know is this: There is no area of WAR's calculations in which Trout isn't sensational 
right now, which helps explain the first thing to know. WAR involves dozens of calculations, but it can be 
summed up simply like this: It's a player's hitting value (batting runs) added to his defensive value 
(defensive runs saved compared to others at the position, plus adjustments for the difficulty of his 
position) added to his baserunning value (baserunning runs) added to, as the final pinch of detail, his 
value added by not hitting into double plays. These are Trout's paces in each of the four through Sunday 
and where those paces would have ranked among all major leaguers in 2017: 

 Trout was on pace to produce 85 batting runs. Last year, Aaron Judge led the majors with 61 
batting runs. Nobody has produced 85 or more batting runs since Barry Bonds in 2004. The most 
this decade was 71 by Bryce Harper. 

 He was on pace to produce 8.1 baserunning runs. Last year, that would have ranked third in 
baseball, behind Byron Buxton (9.1) and Mookie Betts (9.0). 

 He was on pace to produce 20.3 defensive runs saved, at a premium position, for a total 
defensive WAR of about 2.7. Last year, that would have ranked fourth among all defenders at all 
positions, behind Andrelton Simmons, Buxton and catcher Tucker Barnhart. 

 Even his double-play rate was adding value. After grounding into two early in the season, Trout 
grounded into just one more over his next 30 opportunities (runner on first, fewer than two 
outs), about one-third of the leaguewide average in such situations. He was on pace to add 
about 1.5 runs of value by avoiding double plays, which would have been 28th-best in baseball 
last season and ninth among all right-handed batters. 

If all we knew was what Trout's hitting stats looked like, we'd be blown away. He's slugging .616 in a 
pitchers' park and on pace to hit 45 homers, steal 30 bases and score 128 runs. That's Bonds' 1993 
season (9.9 WAR) or Chipper Jones' 1999 (6.9) or Larry Walker's 1997 (9.8), all of them MVP-winning 
seasons. But where Trout stands out is on the days when his hitting stats get worse, on the 0-fors. He 
has seven this year in which his WAR went up: 

April 11: 0-for-2 with a sacrifice fly. He also was hit by a pitch and drew a walk, though. Trout is on pace 
to draw 143 walks, which would match Joey Votto's 2015 season for the most since Bonds. It's not that 
pitchers are terrified of him -- Trout has only four intentional walks, and he's seeing more pitches in the 
strike zone this year (49 percent of pitches) than he did last year and more than the league average. 
Rather, it's that he has developed perhaps the best eye in baseball. Only two batters have chased fewer 
pitches out of the strike zone than Trout has this season. 

April 29: 0-for-2. He also drew two walks and reached on an error. Boring day with a .500 on-base 
percentage. 

May 1: 0-for-1, four walks. Beside almost never swinging at pitches out of the zone, Trout this year has 
had an uncanny ability to avoid contact when he does chase, so that he isn't losing entire at-bats by 
making bad contact on dumb pitches. On pitches in the zone, he has a 90th-percentile contact rate. On 
pitches outside the zone, he has a 30th-percentile contact rate. 

When Trout was facing Brad Brach with a tie game in the ninth inning May 1, and Brach threw him a 1-1 
splitter a couple of inches below the bottom of the zone -- a pitch called a strike just 3 percent of the 
time -- Trout took a cut at it. Brach was looking for a double play, and he got the swing he wanted, but 
Trout whiffed. It's a weird sport in which missing a pitch by a little is worse than missing it by a lot, but in 
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this case, Trout's whiff merely put him behind in the count. He worked that 1-2 count into a walk, and 
the Angels walked off on a Justin Upton single a couple of minutes later. 

May 8: 0-for-3. In the sixth inning, with two men on, the Rockies' Tony Wolters hit a line drive 103 mph 
into center field. Based on the elevation and velocity, it's a hit 78 percent of the time, according to 
Statcast data, but Trout was well-positioned, got a good break, caught it running in and doubled 
up Gerardo Parra at second base. It doesn't look extraordinary: 

But that has been typical of Trout's defense this season. He isn't routinely stealing home runs like he did 
as a rookie, but according to Sports Info Solutions, he has been well-positioned to take away hits such as 
that one from Wolters. That catch was worth a little more than half a run, according to SIS, which 
provides the defensive data for WAR. Two of Trout's most valuable catches of the year -- a line drive hit 
by Francisco Lindor on April 2 and a liner hit by Erik Gonzalez the next night -- are testaments to the 
Angels' positioning more than Trout's exceptional range. 

Of course, the range is there, too: 

May 10: 0-for-2. He also drew a walk, and he was hit by a pitch. Boring day with a .500 on-base 
percentage. 

May 12: 0-for-2. Probably my favorite hitless Trout game of the season so far. He drew four walks, but 
the sequence I love is in the 11th inning. With Zack Cozart on first as the potential winning run, Trout 
grounded it to the third baseman, who threw out Cozart. That's a failure. But Trout's power had the 
third baseman playing deep against him, which, combined with Trout's speed, made it impossible for the 
Twins to turn the double play. Trout beat the throw to first. That's a tiny, tiny, tiny bump to his WAR. 

So then Trout was on base. On the second pitch to Upton, he stole second. That was Trout's eighth steal 
of the year, and he has yet to be caught. Indeed, through the first quarter of the season, Trout hadn't 
made any outs on the bases. A couple of years ago, it seemed clear that his once-elite speed had 
become merely very good speed, as he had gotten older, gotten a little thicker, settled into the playing 
style of a more power-based superstar. Unexpectedly, though, the elite speed came back. According to 
Statcast's data, Trout's sprint speed in 2016 was 28.9 feet per second, the 48th-fastest in baseball. Fast! 
But this year he's running 29.4 feet per second, the 14th-fastest runner in baseball, just ahead of Dee 
Gordon. And so, on the second pitch to Upton, he stole second base. 

That stolen base changed everything. When Upton flied out to right, Trout went to third as the winning 
run in the bottom of the 11th inning. Any single, or even wild pitch, would win it, so Twins manager Paul 
Molitor elected to intentionally walk Albert Pujols and Simmons and face Jefry Marte. Those walks will 
add to the WARs of Pujols and Simmons, respectively, but Trout made them happen by getting into 
scoring position. 

And then, after Marte grounded out, and the Angels gave up two runs in the top of the 12th, the Angels 
batted one last time. Ian Kinsler walked, Kole Calhoun grounded into a double play, Rene Rivera walked, 
and Cozart flied out to end the game with Trout on deck. If not for that double play or that fly out, Trout 
very well might have batted as the winning run, the best hitter in baseball getting the chance to win it, 
the best-case scenario for the Angels. The reason he nearly got that chance is one inning earlier, Paul 
Molitor intentionally walked Albert Pujols and Andrelton Simmons, turning the lineup over more quickly, 
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getting to Trout sooner, all because Trout beat that potential double play, stole second base and went 
to third on a Justin Upton fly out. 

May 13: 0-for-1. Trout had the day off. He pinch hit in the seventh and struck out, stayed in the game 
for defense, and in the ninth inning, he fielded a ball off the wall. As the potential tying run raced home, 
he threw to his cutoff man, who threw out the runner at home, preserving an Angels victory. It's difficult 
to decide how to assign value to the three defenders involved in that play, but the conclusion WAR 
draws is that Trout gets at least some of it. And so, on a scheduled day off, he raised his WAR to a 14.2-
WAR pace. 

There are home runs, too. There are three-hit games. But this hasn't been a flash-bang season. It's not 
73 homers, it's not a Triple Crown, it probably won't even be a Gold Glove. It's marginal gains in every 
facet of the game. It's a strikeout rate that gets better every year, a walk rate that gets better every 
year, power that gets better every year, control of the strike zone that gets better every year, even 
speed and defense that, against the odds, seem to be getting better. It's everything played almost to 
perfection. Mike Trout is to every other inner-circle baseball superstar what Babe Ruth's 1923 season 
was to Babe Ruth's discography: the best and somehow also easy to overlook. 

WAR is the perfect stat for Ruth's 1923 season. It allows us to understand something we can't so easily 
imagine, like we can imagine 60 home runs. WAR turns the (relatively) mundane -- scores of walks, an 
extra play made in the outfield every three weeks, good health, a handful of extra singles and doubles -- 
into a record. That's what makes WAR perfect for Trout. 

But Trout is also perfect for WAR. After all, it can be hard to feel confident about what that 14.1 WAR 
meant for Ruth: How could that have been better than 60 home runs? We don't have to have any such 
doubts about Trout. We can see him, we can intuit him, we can break him down every day, and what 
almost all of us know is he's the greatest player in the world by a mile. The most convincing thing you 
can say about WAR is Trout leads the league in it every year. How do you design a more perfect stat 
than that? 

All stats through Sunday, unless noted. All WAR figures refer to Baseball-Reference's model. 

 

Rookie jitters? Derwin James bounces first pitch at Angels game 

By Eric D. William 

ANAHEIM, Calif. -- It wasn't the result he wanted, but Los Angeles Chargerssafety Derwin James was all 
smiles after throwing out the first pitch at the Los Angeles Angels' game against the Houston 
Astros Wednesday night. 

James, the Chargers' first-round pick in last month's NFL draft out of Florida State, bounced his left-
handed offering in front of the plate, and Angels outfielder Chris Young scooped up the one-hop throw. 

"I was a little bit worried because he took like 50 pitches to warm up," joked Chargers second-round 
selection Uchenna Nwosu. 
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James was joined on the mound by Nwosu and the rest of the Chargers' rookie draft class, and they 
shared a laugh with their new teammate. 

"It was farther than I thought," James said, smiling. 

The Angels proved gracious hosts, as the rookies spent time with outfielders Mike Trout and Kole 
Calhoun, along with first baseman Albert Pujols. They also saw Japanese sensation Shohei Ohtani take 
batting practice and watched the game from Angels owner Arte Moreno's box, with general manager 
Billy Eppler providing some insight on the game. 

A San Diego native, Eppler grew up a Chargers fan. 

"I really didn't grow up a baseball fan at all," said Nwosu, who played college football at USC and is an 
L.A. native. "It was my first time in this stadium, so it's pretty cool." 

James and the Chargers will hold the team's first organized team activities Tuesday as they ramp up 
offseason work. 

 

                 FROM NBC SPORTS       

Justin Verlander strikes out Shohei Ohtani for 2,500th career strikeout 

By Bill Baer 

Astros starter Justin Verlander became the 33rd pitcher to join the 2,500-strikeout club on Wednesday 
evening against the Angels, fanning Shohei Ohtani to lead off the ninth inning. It was his seventh and 
final strikeout of the evening. Verlander then polished off a shutout, giving up just five hits and a walk 
on 118 pitches. 

CC Sabathia leads all active pitchers with 2,874 strikeouts. Verlander is next, followed by Bartolo 
Colon with 2,483, who should become the 34rd member of the club soon. Felix Hernandez, Zack 
Greinke, Cole Hamels, Max Scherzer, Clayton Kershaw, James Shields, and Jon Lester all also have over 
2,000 career strikeouts. 

Verlander, 35, has been among baseball’s best pitchers this season. After Wednesday’s start, he leads 
the majors with a 1.05 ERA along with an 84/14 K/BB ratio in 68 2/3 innings. His current 32.8 percent 
strikeout rate would be a career-high and his 5.5 percent walk rate would be a career-low. So he’s 
having a pretty good season. 
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                 FROM CBS SPORTS       

Rays’ Cron goes against his former team – Angels  

The Los Angeles Angels decided during the offseason that C.J. Cron was no longer in their plans, so they 
traded him to the Tampa Bay Rays in February for a player to be named later. 

By STATS 

The Los Angeles Angels decided during the offseason that C.J. Cron was no longer in their plans, so they 
traded him to the Tampa Bay Rays in February for a player to be named later. 

Cron didn't let the trade diminish his morale, and a full-time opportunity with the Rays has boosted his 
production. 

Cron brings a .289 batting average, 10 home run, 26 RBIs and a nine-game hitting streak into the first 
game against his former team Thursday night at Angel Stadium. 

Cron, a first-round pick of the Angels in 2011, has homered in each of the past two games to help Tampa 
Bay (19-22) sweep the Kansas City Royals and bring a three-game winning streak into their four-game 
series against the Angels (25-18). He also has reached base in a career-high 22 games. 

"I'm glad he's getting hot at the right time to go into Anaheim," Rays manager Kevin Cash told reporters 
after a 5-3 victory in Kansas City on Wednesday. 

Cron hit 16 home runs each of the past three seasons for the Angels, but was unable to be a consistent 
presence in the lineup. The arrival of Japanese rookie Shohei Ohtani was expected to take a much bigger 
bite out of Cron's opportunities at designated hitter this season, and veterans Albert Pujols and Luis 
Valbuena figured to anchor first base. 

"Just being in the lineup is nice," Cron said. "I'm able to make the necessary adjustments that you have 
to at this level to be successful." 

On Thursday, Cron will be up against Angels left-hander Tyler Skaggs, who has been the most consistent 
starter for the Angels this season. 

Skaggs (3-2, 3.07 ERA) has allowed two runs or fewer in four straight starts and seven of eight overall 
this season. He hasn't been supported by the offense or the bullpen in recent outings, however. 

He gave up two runs over 5 1/3 innings against the New York Yankees on April 29 and took the defeat in 
the 2-1 loss at home. Skaggs then held the Seattle Mariners to two runs over 5 1/3 innings before 
leaving with a 4-2 lead, but the Angels would blow three leads before losing 9-8 in 11 innings May 5. 

Most recently, he allowed two runs over six innings Friday against the Minnesota Twins and again 
departed with a 4-2 lead, but the Twins scored three runs in the top of the ninth to win 5-4. 
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Skaggs' only career appearance against the Rays was a start in 2014, when he gave up eight hits and five 
runs in six innings and did not get a decision. 

The Angels will face a former All-Star pitcher for the fourth straight game Thursday when they take on 
Rays right-hander Chris Archer (2-3, 5.64 ERA). 

They beat Houston Astros right-hander Lance McCullers Jr. on Monday, blew a late lead after chasing 
Gerrit Cole on Tuesday and were shut out by Justin Verlander on Wednesday. 

"We hit some balls hard and had some opportunities," Angels manager Mike Scioscia said after the 2-0 
loss to Verlander and the Astros. "We just couldn't get that one hit with guys in scoring position." 

Archer, an AL All-Star selection in 2015 and 2017, is off to a rough start, but has sprinkled in enough 
quality performances to demonstrate he's still in his prime. 

In his most recent start, Archer took the loss after giving up six runs, seven hits and three walks over 
seven innings in a 6-3 defeat at the hands of the Orioles on Saturday. 

He has been good against the Angels in his career, too, owning a 5-1 record and 2.55 ERA in seven starts. 

 

                 FROM BLEACHER REPORT      

‘Absolutely…I’m All for It’: MLB’s Starts Debate Pitchers Using Pine Tar 

By Scott Miller 

If the Houston Astros have a sense of humor, manager AJ Hinch will call timeout after Cleveland's Mike 
Clevinger throws his first pitch Friday and ask the umpires to check the baseball in full view of Indians 
teammate Trevor Bauer. 

It was only two weeks ago Bauer lobbed a volley over Twitter insinuating Gerrit Cole and his fellow 
Astros pitchers are using foreign substances to enhance their grips and, thus, enjoying increased spin 
rates as a result. 

A handful of Cole's teammates sprang to his defense in what might be the first player-generated 
controversy to go viral in MLB history. At the very least, let's just say that this swirling mix of social 
media, spin rates and doctored baseballs is something Nolan Ryan and Robin Ventura would have found 
impossible to fight over because two of those three items did not exist in their time. 

Ah, but pitchers using pine tar, rosin, sunscreen, good old-fashioned sweat and anything else available 
to help them grip the baseball and, possibly, to help make it move? 

Now that's been happening since the game was invented. 

http://bleacherreport.com/mlb
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So the important takeaway of this Bauer-Astros dustup isn't the forum in which it was argued; it's that it 
again has sparked a serious conversation on the subject. 

"I use pine tar on my bat so the bat doesn't slip out of my hands," Baltimore outfielder Adam Jones says. 
"So a pitcher can use pine tar on the ball so it doesn't hit me in the face." 

Washington Nationals slugger Bryce Harper concurs. 

"Absolutely," Harper says. "I'm all in favor of it. If there's a guy out there that needs it, I'm all for it. I 
don't want to get hit in the head or the face. So whatever they need out there, I'll let them have it." 

It's true, in an era in which the average MLB fastball is well up into the 90s, many hitters support the 
notion that it is time for the league to approve and regulate a substance beyond rosin that is legal for 
pitchers to use. 

"Obviously, you want a pitcher to have control of the ball," the Los Angeles Angels' Mike Trout says. 
"You don't want a ball up and in when everybody's throwing 100 nowadays. There's mixed feelings, 
obviously, throughout the clubhouse and throughout baseball with this. 

"For me, it's a different feeling when you're in the box and you know the pitcher doesn't know where 
[the ball] is going, as opposed to if a guy knows where it's going." 

Since MLB outlawed the spitball in 1920, pitchers from Gaylord Perry to Joe Niekro have gone to great 
creative lengths to work the angles. The game's dirty (and sticky) little secret is that there are pitchers 
on every staff who use some type of substance to aid in their grips. It's why you rarely see a manager 
complain to an umpire during a game about the opposing pitcher. For example, despite his reputation 
for being uber-competitive, former manager Tony La Russa was noticeably quiet on the topic during 
the 2006 World Series when television cameras caught Detroit pitcher Kenny Rogers with what looked 
like pine tar on his left hand while pitching against La Russa's Cardinals.  

There is a fine line between using a substance such as Vaseline, which is designed to make the ball move 
(the "spitball" category of pitch) and say, pine tar or sunscreen, which helps with grip but can produce 
tighter breaking balls. It is only when it becomes obvious, such as when the Yankees' Michael Pineda 
practically covered the entire side of his neck in pine tar in a 2014 game or when the Orioles' Brian 
Matusz was caught with a foreign substance on his arm in Miami in 2015, that MLB acts. 

"Why is he getting penalized when we know that 90 percent of guys are probably using it, anyways?" 
asks Nationals catcher Matt Wieters, a teammate of Matusz's in 2015 and now in his 10th season as an 
MLB catcher. 

Wieters would like the league to endorse "something where [pitchers] aren't putting it all over the 
place. Something that would be minimal but also where you don't have to worry about guys having the 
excuse of the ball 'slipped.' You take that excuse out. The ball shouldn't be slipping now: I know it was 3-
and-0 and the ball somehow slipped into my back, but you've got pine tar right there so it shouldn't." 

http://www.espn.com/classic/s/moment010209baseball.html
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This spring, the league quietly experimented with a baseball with more tack, according to B/R sources. It 
wasn't done in exhibition games, and those with knowledge of the experiment say one of the myriad 
issues that arose was the darker color of the balls, making them more difficult for hitters to see. 

Baseballs used in Japan are universally acknowledged to have more tack than MLB balls, which can be 
trickier at times to handle, especially in cold weather, not only because the MLB balls are more slippery, 
but also because the seams are lower. St. Louis manager Mike Matheny, a member of 
MLB's Competition Committee, says Japanese studies on tackier baseballs are producing data pointing 
to fewer arm injuries. 

That, says Matheny, might be the best reason of all to change. 

"[MLB] understands the need for it," he says. 

But baseball officials know any changes to the baseball itself will be scrutinized more carefully than the 
A-Rod and J-Lo romance. 

"They get enough grief about the baseball being different each year as it is," says Baltimore manager 
Buck Showalter, also a member of the committee. "That's the only thing I think, as soon as they bring in 
another baseball that's tacky, if somebody doesn't hit 10 home runs in the first month, or if all of a 
sudden they do, everybody's going to talk about how the ball is different." 

As they work on that issue, Showalter endorses one simple yet wide-ranging change. 

"I think they should have a universal rag that you put instead of the rosin back there on the mound, or 
with the rosin, and that's all you can use," he says. "If you're caught with anything else, [you're ejected]. 

"Let's face it, the catchers have it on their shin guards; a lot of people have it on their gloves. You see 
guys doing this all the time because they throw, and they won't be able to grip the baseball." 

Not everyone is in agreement, of course. 

"I don't like pitchers to put anything on the ball," New York Mets third baseman Todd Frazier says. "To 
be honest with you, I think it helps them out in the long run. That's why [baseballs] get rubbed up before 
the game. You don't know exactly what the pitchers are using. You don't know where they're putting it. 
You've seen guys with it on their hat, you've seen guys rubbing their arms to get some stickum, you've 
seen guys with it on their cleats." 

Frazier is bottom-line about it: "I consider it cheating. Anything to help somebody out, whether it's 
getting grip on the ball or whatever it is. They'll come out and say, 'You need grip on your bat.' Yeah, we 
do, but the grip part isn't on the barrel of the bat where we hit. And when it is, you'll get caught." 

While several pitchers declined to comment for this story, St. Louis' Michael Wacha didn't hesitate. 

"I'm probably one of the few guys who doesn't use anything," Wacha says. "I lose my feel for the pitch if 
I try anything sticky. So I don't really have a strong opinion." 

https://www.mlb.com/news/mlb-competition-committee-announced/c-230974858
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Bauer does, and how much of it stems from the long-standing rivalry with his old UCLA teammate—the 
antipathy between Bauer and Cole long has been a poorly kept secret in the game—is known only to the 
Cleveland right-hander, who fired off this tweet May 1: 

Which, in short order, Astros players followed with: 

Though Bauer was careful later to explain he never singled out one pitcher or organization, his intended 
targets were obvious. And in breaking another of the game's unwritten rules—not specifically calling out 
fellow players—one of MLB's more prickly characters didn't endear himself to his peers any further. 

"Trevor Bauer has a point, although he probably should have left the Astros out of it," says former 
Yankees pitcher David Cone, who's a broadcaster on the club's games for the YES Network. "Pine tar can 
help your grip on breaking balls. We know it works. We always knew it. We just hadn't been able to 
measure it [with spin rate] before." 

"I think it's real dangerous to accuse players of using substances when you really don't have any proof," 
Nationals closer Sean Doolittle says. "I think there's a lot that can be explained about Gerrit Cole's spin 
rate just by looking at his pitches. He's not throwing his two-seamer nearly as much, so if he's throwing 
more four-seamers, his spin rate is going to be higher on average. 

"Maybe now we get to have a conversation about ways to improve the situation so we don't have to 
have pitchers using foreign substances," Doolittle adds. We can have them using pine tar and sunscreen 
and rosin and have it be legal. Let's move on to that portion of the conversation." 

Consider it done. 

"I'm a pretty conservative guy," Rockies outfielder Charlie Blackmon says. "Let's let the guys play the 
game. If we think we need to change things because we feel guys are cheating, let's change things. 

"I still think the answer's not to add more rules. We've done a lot to the game. I'm just not in favor of a 
lot of that stuff. I want the game to be the greatest game on the planet. I'm coming from a good place, 
and everybody's entitled to their opinion." 

Says Yankees second baseman Neil Walker: "If I'm a left-handed hitter and I've got to face Aroldis 
[Chapman], I certainly don't want him to not be able to use something where he doesn't know where 
the ball's going. But it certainly has to be within reason." 

The biggest question from MLB's Park Avenue offices to the 30 ballparks as the game appears headed 
for some sort of legalized aid for grips is: What is within reason? As Buster Olney notes via ESPN Stats & 
Information, the spin rate on Cole's four-seam fastball has increased this season to 2,332 rotations per 
minute, up from the consistent readings of his past of 2,163 (2017), 2,178 (2016) and 2,157 (2015). 

One truth as the conversation rages, though, is universal. 

"Sometimes," Showalter says, "the Houston pitchers are just good. Everyone wants to find a reason why 
a pitcher goes from pretty good to real good. 

https://www.bucsdugout.com/2012/11/12/3636240/gerrit-cole-trevor-bauer-pirates-diamondbacks-trade-rumors
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"I don't know how to tell you this, but Justin Verlander's been a pretty good pitcher for a while, OK?" 

 

2018 Playoff Odds for Every MLB Team at Season’s Quarter Mark* 

By Zachary D. Rymer 

Welcome to the quarter mark of the 2018 Major League Baseball season. There may be no more 
appropriate way to celebrate than by finally throwing out preseason expectations for MLB's playoff 
picture. 

It's time for a new assessment of things. 

Ahead are updated playoff odds for all 30 MLB teams. These are based on how their strengths and 
weaknesses have (or have not) changed since the start of the season, as well as on how the competition 
around them measures up. 

We'll go in alphabetical order by city. 

Los Angeles Angels 

Record: 25-17, 2nd in AL West 

The Los Angeles Angels have a lineup that's thick with underperforming players, a starting rotation that 
lacks a true No. 1 and a bullpen that doesn't have a clear answer at closer. 

Yet it's no accident that they are winning games anyway. 

It helps that Mike Trout is still refusing to be anything less than the best player in baseball. It also helps 
that Shohei Ohtani has surpassed even the most optimistic expectations on both sides of the ball, as he's 
been both an overpowering starter and a dangerous slugger. 

And while nobody will mistake the Angels' starting pitching for that of, say, the Astros', they're making a 
six-man rotation work. Part of that has to do with how the Angels are only asking for five good 
innings out of each starter. 

This doesn't look like a recipe for a division champion. But a wild-card contender? Absolutely. 

Odds: 11-1 

 

Each MLB Team’s Impact Prospect Who Has Earned a Big League Call-Up* 

By Jacob Shafer 

http://bleacherreport.com/mlb
http://bbref.com/pi/shareit/5rG9C
http://bbref.com/pi/shareit/5rG9C
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Atlanta Braves outfielder Ronald Acuna, New York Yankees infielder Gleyber Torres and other touted 
prospects have made the leap to The Show in 2018. 

As we churn toward the midpoint of May, which MiLB blue chips will be next? 

Let's answer that question by picking one call-up-worthy prospect per team. Not all of these players will 
taste the big leagues in the immediate future, but they've all done enough to indicate they're ready for 
prime time 

American League West 

Houston Astros: OF Kyle Tucker 

Despite hitting .409 with five home runs in 20 games this spring for the Houston Astros, outfielder Kyle 
Tucker opened the season at Triple-A Fresno. 

In 35 games, Tucker's hitting .292 with 11 doubles and three homers. In a 10-game stretch ending 
Sunday, he tallied nine RBI and hit .333. 

With right fielder Josh Reddick hitting .233 and left fielder Derek Fisher hitting .186, he's looking more 
appealing by the moment for the defending champs. 

          

Los Angeles Angels: RHP Griffin Canning 

Selected 47th overall out of UCLA by the Los Angeles Angels in the 2017 draft, right-hander Griffin 
Canning has impressed in his first pro season. 

In 36.1 innings between High-A and Double-A, the 22-year-old owns a 1.49 ERA with 42 strikeouts and 
has held opposing hitters to a .153 average.  

At the moment, he's boosting a farm system that was recently among the worst in the game. Soon 
enough, he could be helping the Halos push toward the postseason. 

       

Oakland Athletics: INF Franklin Barreto 

After sipping a cup of coffee with the Oakland Athletics in 2017, Franklin Barreto has seven doubles and 
five home runs in 25 games at Triple-A. 

He's also shown increased plate discipline with 14 walks and a .369 on-base percentage compared to a 
career MiLB OBP of .348. 

The 22-year-old infielder may have to wait until Oakland makes a move—like, say, trading veteran 
second baseman Jed Lowrie—but his next go-round in the East Bay is coming. 
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Seattle Mariners: 1B Daniel Vogelbach 

In 19 games with the Seattle Mariners this season, Daniel Vogelbach hit .204 with a .669 OPS. Since 
returning to Triple-A Tacoma, the 25-year-old masher is hitting .333 with a 1.222 OPS. 

Perhaps Vogelbach is a Four-A tweener with no speed and limited defense whose big bopping never 
translates to the big leagues. He wouldn't be the first player to fit that description. 

At some point, though, the M's should give him another crack and find out for sure. 

     

Texas Rangers: RHP Jonathan Hernandez 

The Texas Rangers haven't looked like contenders in the AL West, which means they could offer 
auditions to prospects as the season progresses. 

Push right-hander Jonathan Hernandez to the front of the line. 

In 34.1 innings at High-A, the 21-year-old has struck out 41 while posting a 2.10 ERA. An increased 
reliance on his changeup may be partially responsible for his success, though his crackling fastball grabs 
the most attention.  

Hernandez probably won't skip multiple levels just to throw for the Rangers, but his ascent to Arlington 
is gaining steam. 

*Article cut to only include AL-West-related material.  

 

 

                 FROM SPORTS ILLUSTRATED      

Justin Verlander gets 2,500th career strikeout against Shohei Ohtani 

By Charlotte Carroll 

The Astros' Justin Verlander joined the 2,500-strikeout club to highlight a complete-game effort in 
Wednesday's 2–0 win against the Angels.  

He became the 33rd pitcher to record 2,500 strikeouts. He earned the mark with a strikeout against 
Shohei Ohtani to lead off the ninth inning.  
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It was his seventh and final strikeout of the night. He allowed five hits and one walk in 118 pitches.  

In 2,613.2 innings pitched, Verlander has a 3.40 ERA. 

Verlander faced fellow right-hander Garrett Richards, who he pitched against in Houston's run to a 
historic World Series win.  

Nolan Ryan leads the all-time list with 5,714 strikeouts, while CC Sabathia leads the active list with 2,874 
strikeouts.  

The Astros next take on the Indians.  

 

                 FROM MLB TRADE RUMORS      

Mid-Season Roster Check: Los Angeles Angels 

By Jeff Todd 

The Angels won the offseason, as you may have read. In years past, that has often meant only that a 

team sacrificed the most in future resources (salary commitments and/or pre-MLB talent) to improve its 

MLB roster. With regard to the 2018 Halos, though, it meant landing a great degree of major-league 

talent at a relative bargain — thanks, mostly, to the score of the century in Japanese wunderkind Shohei 

Ohtani. 

We’ve already broken down the Angels’ offseason efforts in full. And we’ve now observed the team run 

out to a 25-18 start to the season that has kept it in range of the defending World Series champion 

Astros in the AL West. So, what are the key factors in the team’s quality opening play and can it be 

sustained? 

It’s not all about Ohtani, of course, but adding him at minimal cost has been everything the Halos hoped 

for and more. He’s settling in and looking increasingly dangerous on the mound, where he has provided 

32 2/3 innings of 3.58 ERA pitching. And Ohtani has exceeded even the most optimistic projections at 

the plate, with a .348/.392/.652 output through 74 plate appearances. 

The other significant position players the Angels added or retained over the winter, meanwhile, have 

been more solid than great. Justin Upton is hitting well but not exactly outproducing his hefty 

contract. Zack Cozart has been solid. Ian Kinsler is continuing to defend like a star but is off to a sluggish 

start at the plate. 

The rock upon which all of this is built, of course, remains Mike Trout, who’s a merciless WAR machine. 

But Andrelton Simmons has somewhat quietly also been among the game’s very best players to this 

point in 2018. The all-world defender is rather amazingly walking at nearly twice the rate he has struck 

out (9.3% vs. 5.6%) while producing at about 50% better than league-average on offense. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/o/ohtansh01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/o/ohtansh01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.mlbtraderumors.com/2018/03/offseason-in-review-los-angeles-angels-7.html
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/u/uptonju01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/c/cozarza01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/k/kinslia01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/t/troutmi01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/simmoan01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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With Ohtani in the mix, the rotation has been in the top third of the league by measure of ERA, FIP, 

and xFIP. In some ways, this is the most promising development of the young season. Tyler 

Skaggs, Andrew Heaney, Garrett Richards, and Nick Tropeano are all healthy and delivering quality 

results, while Jaime Barria has a 2.13 ERA through his first 25 1/3 MLB innings. 

Is it sustainable? 

On a team level, there’s no indication that the Angels are just lucking their way into victories by 

squeezing out close wins. Their Pythagorean and BaseRuns records are spot on to the actual results for a 

team with a +31 run differential to this point of the season. But that’s not to say there aren’t some 

underlying numbers worth considering. 

Catchers Martin Maldonado and Rene Riverahave each hit at an average-or-better rate. Unfortunately, 

their career number suggest that’s unlikely to continue; each (particularly Rivera) has benefited from 

ball-in-play fortune. Of course, some other players have been on the other side of the BABIP gods. That’s 

particularly true of Kinsler, though he certainly has not stung the ball this year (.298 xwOBA). 

Similarly, Kole Calhoun’s miserable start has likely been the product of both bad luck and suboptimal 

contact (.173 wOBA vs. .271 xwOBA). Somewhat worryingly, reserves Chris Young (.246 wOBA vs. .237 

xwOBA) and Luis Valbuena (.283 wOBA vs. .263 xwOBA) have even been a bit fortunate to produce at 

the middling rate they have to this point, though certainly both have broader track records of solid 

offensive output. 

One issue remains the ongoing presence of Albert Pujols, whose fall-off at the plate has really not 

abated. He doesn’t strike out much but also doesn’t get on base or even hit for all that much power 

(.165 ISO). Limited to first base or the DH slot, he’s a replacement-level player. If you imagine he and 

Simmons swapping batting lines, perhaps it doesn’t sting us much. But there’s no indication that Pujols 

will get back to being an above-average hitter, while there’s likely good reason to believe that Simmons 

will begin to regress back toward his typical levels of average (or worse) outcomes with the bat. 

Likewise, it seems reasonable to bake in a bit of caution into projections for Ohtani’s work at the plate. 

In the aggregate, the Halos may be outperforming their true talent on offense, but not dramatically so. 

Entering the season, though, that wasn’t the question. Instead, as we heard over and over in MLBTR 

chats, fans wondered: “Do the Angels have enough pitching to contend?” 

There’s good news and bad news on that front. While Barria and Tropeano are outperforming their 

peripherals, the rotation as a whole has deserved its quality results. Ohtani and Heaney have each been 

much more impressive by measure of fielding-independent pitching than of actual earned runs. 

Promising as it is to see so many talented arms finally healthy and productive in the majors, there still 

has to be some concern about whether that’ll hold up all year long. The club has already lost JC Ramirez 

for the year, while there’s increasing concern for Matt Shoemaker. 

It therefore seems that depth, more than quality, is a concern in the rotation. But what about that 

bullpen? 

https://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=sta&lg=all&qual=0&type=8&season=2018&month=0&season1=2018&ind=0&team=0,ts&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=15,a
https://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=sta&lg=all&qual=0&type=8&season=2018&month=0&season1=2018&ind=0&team=0,ts&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=16,a
https://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=sta&lg=all&qual=0&type=8&season=2018&month=0&season1=2018&ind=0&team=0,ts&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=17,a
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/skaggty01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/skaggty01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/h/heanean01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/r/richaga01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/t/tropeni01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/b/barrija01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.fangraphs.com/depthcharts.aspx?position=BaseRuns
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/maldoma01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/r/riverre01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/c/calhoko01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=youngch04,youngch03&search=Chris+Young&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/v/valbulu01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/p/pujolal01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.mlbtraderumors.com/2018/05/matt-shoemaker-shut-down-indefinitely.html
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/shoemma01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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Areas of need and resources 

The Halos’ somewhat dodgy relief unit leads to worry that the club won’t capture as many winnable 

contests as possible. Keynan Middleton had been effective (more so than his peripherals) but now 

seems destined to miss a big chunk of time. Blake Parker has continued to excel after his surprising 2017 

showing, while Noe Ramirez is quietly breaking out (his peripherals are better than his 3.80 ERA). Jose 

Alvarez has been a solid southpaw presence. And veteran Jim Johnson is another useful arm to have 

around. But that’s not an overly impressive group of leading bullpen lights. Cam Bedrosian has come 

crashing back to earth; Justin Anderson is getting loads of whiffs but also doling out too many walks and 

dingers. 

There’s little question, then, that the Angels are going to be prowling the waiver wire for arms over the 

next ten weeks. And they’ll likely be among the most relief-needy teams at this summer’s trade 

deadline. The club could justifiably target high-quality, high-leverage assets as well as useful middle-

relief arms … to say nothing of whatever the needs in the rotation will be come July. 

Otherwise, perhaps, there may not be much work to be done unless an injury intervenes. It’s certainly 

possible that the front office could weigh an outfield addition, but it’s hard to imagine Calhoun and 

Young will continue to be this bad. And relatively unknown reserve Jefry Marte has been on fire out of 

the gates, helping to ease the situation. While Pujols likely isn’t going anywhere, Valbuena is an 

increasing concern in his own right; he’s now striking out more and walking less than ever. With the 

possibility of some quality bats being available for little, it’s not inconceivable that the Angels could at 

some point jettison Valbuena and reduce Pujols’s role to fit another player on the roster. 

With an improving farm system, GM Billy Eppler has an increasing slate of prospect assets from which to 

trade. Of course, he’ll surely be hesitant to part with any of the team’s most treasured young players. It 

seems likely the Angels will attempt to utilize their financial flexibility to the extent possible. With nearly 

$25MM in space beneath the luxury line, there is some room to work with. But there are limits to how 

much talent you can get without giving up talent in return. The organization could well end up facing 

some tough questions over the summer. 

Outlook 

All things considered, the Angels have performed up to expectations and seem to be positioned to 

continue to do so. That said, the club is somewhat more exposed to injury risk than others and may 

need to be creative to land mid-season improvements given that it is still rebuilding its talent pipeline. 

 

          FROM THE WALL STREET JOURNAL     

The Best Player in the World? Inside Shohei Ohtani’s Unmatched Skills 

Combine the best tools of baseball’s most elite players, and you get the Angels’ two-way star 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/middlke01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/p/parkebl01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/r/ramirno01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=alvarjo02,alvare014jos&search=Jose+Alvarez&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=alvarjo02,alvare014jos&search=Jose+Alvarez&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/j/johnsji04.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/b/bedroca01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/anderju01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/marteje01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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By Tom Ley 

Shohei Ohtani arrived in the major leagues cloaked in intrigue. Hailed as the “Japanese Babe Ruth”—no 
pressure—he signed with the Los Angeles Angels intending to do something that seemed impossible: 
thrive simultaneously as a starting pitcher and an everyday batter, a feat hardly attempted, let alone 
accomplished, in a century. 

Scouts predicted the 23-year-old Ohtani would quickly give up hitting and focus his energies on the 
mound. A dismal spring training even raised questions about whether he should open the season in the 
minor leagues. It suddenly wasn’t clear he was all that good as a hitter or pitcher. 

Nobody questions Ohtani anymore. He entered Thursday with a .325 batting average, five home runs 
and a .963 OPS. As a pitcher, he owns a 3.58 ERA in six outings, racking up 43 strikeouts in 32 2/3 
innings, or nearly 12 per nine. 

Essentially, take all of the best skills of the sport’s most elite players, wrap them up into one freakish 
athlete, and you end up with Ohtani. Veteran Logan Morrison, whose Minnesota Twins whiffed 11 times 
in 6 1/3 frames against Ohtani last Sunday, put it this way: 

“With what he does on the mound and with the bat, he’s probably the best player in the world.” 

Exit Velocity 

Aaron Judge emerged as a rookie sensation a year ago because of how hard he hit the baseball—94.9 
mph off the bat on average, the best in the majors. Ohtani has nearly matched that, posting an average 
exit velocity of 94.1 mph, revealing his remarkable ability to consistently make solid contact. 

Perhaps the best example of this came on April 27. Yankees ace Luis Severino threw him a 97 mph 
fastball. Ohtani hit it back out at 112 mph, sending it over the right-field fence for a homer. So basically, 
the best hitter against Shohei Ohtani the pitcher might be Shohei Ohtani the batter. 

94.9 mph: Aaron Judge (league leader) 

Fast hitters 

Leaders last season 

in hitting exit velocity, 

the speed of the baseball 

as it comes off the bat, 

compared to Ohtani 

94.1: Ohtani (2018*) 
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93.2: Nelson Cruz 

93.1: Joey Gallo 

92.3: Miguel Sano 

92.2: Khris Davis 

Source: MLB 

*Data as of May 16 

Fastball Velo 

Lots of pitchers throw hard in 2018. Almost none of them throw as hard as Ohtani. His average fastball 
travels at 97.1 mph, trailing just two starters in baseball: Luis Severino of the Yankees (97.6) and Noah 
Syndergaard of the Mets (97.5). Ohtani has thrown six pitches that reached 100 mph; Severino and 
Syndergaard have thrown four combined. 

And when Ohtani needs even more, he rears back and finds it. Twice this season, Ohtani has thrown 
fastballs clocked at a ridiculous 101 mph. No other starter in the majors has gone above 100.2. Now 
remember Ohtani’s slider averages 82 mph, and it’s not hard to see why he piles up the strikeouts. 

97.1 mph 

Shohei Ohtani 

97.5 mph 

Noah Syndergaard 

Average fastball velocity for starting pitchers this season 

RANK 

PLAYER 

SPEED 

Luis Severino 

97.6 mph 

Noah Syndergaard 

97.5 
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Shohei Ohtani 

97.1 

Charlie Morton 

96.4 

Mike Foltynewicz 

96.2 

Note: Data as of May 16 

Source: MLB 

Sprint Speed 

The one at-bat that sums up the breadth of Ohtani’s skills came on April 12. He was thrown a 97 mph 
fastball, he smacked it 106 mph--and then came his most impressive feat: sprinting to third base, for a 
triple, in 11.49 seconds. Ohtani’s average sprint speed this season, 28.1 feet per second, is well above 
average. Early in the season he reached almost 30 feet per second, a rate only surpassed by the sport’s 
elite speed demons. So, among other ways he’s changing the game, he’s also tearing down the 
convention that a designated hitter is a lumbering slowpoke. 

28.1 ft./sec. 

Francisco Lindor 

Baserunner sprint speed, by position 

POSITION 

28.1 

Ohtani 

Designated hitter 

28.1 

Right field 

Mookie Betts 

Center field 
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Left field 

28.1 

Short stop 

Francisco 

Lindor 

Third base 

Second base 

First base 

Catcher 

League average 

The faster, the better 

Feet per second: 

22 

26 

30 

28 

24 

32 

Note: Data as of May 16 

Source: MLB 

Splitter 

When Ohtani took a perfect game into the seventh inning in April, it was the coming out party for one of 
the most devastating pitches in baseball: his split-finger. He threw it 33 times. Batters swung and missed 
on 16 of them. In all, batters have swung and missed on 29.4% of his splitters this season. Meanwhile, 
the starting pitcher with arguably the best splitter in baseball, Masahiro Tanaka, only got batters to 
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swing and miss on 23% of his last year. So far, Ohtani has thrown 136 split-fingers. He hasn’t given up a 
hit on any of them. 

Splitter miss rate 

Percentage of split-finger pitches 

batters swung and missed last season, 

compared to Ohtani 

29.4% Ohtani (2018*) 

25.2% Jacob Faria 

23.0% Masahiro Tanaka 

22.8% Kevin Gausman 

22.4% Ricky Nolasco 

20.2% Matt Shoemaker 

 

          FROM THE RINGER       

Baseball Might Not Be Able to Keep Up with Shohei Ohtani  

The Angels’ two-way rookie sensation is masterfully making adjustments at the plate and on the mound, 
showing an uncommon resistance to competitive countermeasures 

By Ben Lindbergh 

Shohei Ohtani began making adjustments to Major League Baseball before the regular season started. 
After scuffling for a few weeks in spring training, during which he went 4-for-32 with 10 strikeouts, 
Ohtani accepted a late-March suggestionfrom Angels hitting coach Eric Hinske to drop his habitual leg 
kick and replace it with a more understated toe tap. With the toe tap in tow, he’s slashed .325/.366/.597 
in 82 plate appearances since Opening Day, coupling impressive power with a roughly league-average 
contact rate and resisting regression until encountering the offense-suppressing Astros this week. 

Ohtani’s overnight toe-tap implementation is one of the many aspects of his season that beggars belief. 
The leg kick carried Ohtani to the top of his profession in his home country and helped make him one of 
the world’s most coveted talents. Given his unique two-way skill set, he’d be almost entitled to have a 
big head or believe himself beyond the assistance of a middling hitter like Hinske, who batted .249 in a 
big-league career in which he wasn’t asked to pull double duty as an ace. Yet after years of success with 
one way of hitting, the 23-year-old was willing and able to overhaul his approach on the eve of the 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/23298771/shohei-ohtani-made-one-small-step-way-mlb-success
https://www.theringer.com/mlb/2018/5/7/17325468/houston-astros-starting-rotation-dominance-gerrit-cole-justin-verlander
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season based on a tip from a source who’d played zero role in his prior performance. Ohtani’s spring 
reinvention was a testament not only to his natural talent, but also to his adaptability. 

Both of those qualities have stayed on display in the several weeks since Ohtani first tried out his new 
pre-pitch routine. Opposing pitchers have already experimented with a dramatic adjustment in an 
attempt to quell the rookie’s raking, which Ohtani, in turn, has to counter. Meanwhile, on the mound, 
Ohtani himself has made changes to keep opposing hitters from figuring him out. The former 
underscores his imperviousness to exploitation by the best arms in the world; the latter highlights his 
ability to find hitters’ holes. We’re still in small-sample territory, but neither development bodes well for 
big leaguers who’ll have to face him in the future in either of his roles. 

Ohtani at the Plate 

One of the reasons that Hinske advised Ohtani to kick the leg kick is that the rookie had struggled to 
time fastballs inside, of which he’d seen a steady diet. “Fastballs in” was a big part of the book on Ohtani 
coming into the year. When FanGraphs writer Jeff Sullivan and I talked to reigning Japanese Pacific 
League MVP Dennis Sarfate last December, the hard-throwing closer who held Ohtani to a 2-for-11 line 
with five strikeouts in Nippon Professional Baseball told us that Ohtani had the best raw power he’d 
ever seen and that the two-way sensation would ultimately be a better hitter than a pitcher. But he also 
said, “I think he’s going to struggle at first with fastballs in.” According to Sarfate, Japanese pitchers, 
unlike him, had rarely pitched Ohtani inside out of respect for his status and fear of injuring the “golden 
child.” In January, former MLB and current NPB pitcher Koji Uehara (who has never faced Ohtani), as 
well as longtime NPB reporter Jim Allen, also stressed the importance of pitching Ohtani in. 

Early in the season, opposing pitchers stuck extremely close to that scouting report. No hitter who faced 
a minimum of 50 pitches through the end of April saw a higher percentage of them over the inner third 
of the plate or off the plate inside than Ohtani, who drew an inside pitch on almost every other offering. 
For reference, the MLB-average rate of inside pitches to left-handed hitters was 32.2 percent. 

Inside-Pitch Rate Through April 30 

Hitter Inside % 

Shohei Ohtani 49.2 

Lonnie Chisenhall 48.4 

Eric Hosmer 48.3 

Yasiel Puig 45.1 

Jesús Aguilar 43.7 

Bruce Maxwell 41.6 

Kyle Farmer 41.1 

Colby Rasmus 41 

Scott Schebler 40.9 

Gift Ngoepe 40.8 

This tactic clearly didn’t work. Ohtani, who recorded a 184 wRC+ through the end of April, produced a 
.485 weighted on-base average over the same span against the pitches that were supposed to be his 
bugaboo, ranking 17th out of 235 hitters who’d put at least 20 such pitches in play. 

https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/effectively-wild-episode-1145-the-reigning-mvp-podcast/
https://theathletic.com/238992/2018/02/20/sarris-how-to-pitch-to-shohei-ohtani/
https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/theres-already-a-book-on-shohei-ohtani/
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Perhaps the homer Ohtani hit in his last April game—a 112 mph bomb off a 97 mph pitch from Yankees 
ace Luis Severino—was the blast that alerted the league. It was, as Sullivan noted, an extreme example 
of inside-slugging prowess: the second-farthest-inside pitch hit at least 110 mph by a lefty in the 2015-
18 Statcast era, and the third-farthest-inside homer hit by a lefty in the same period off a pitch of at 
least 95 mph. It was as effective a single-swing demonstration of inside-pitch aptitude as Ohtani could 
have concocted. If he ever had been vulnerable to inside pitches in the pre-toe-tap period, he wasn’t 
anymore. 

Almost as quickly as Ohtani had transitioned to the toe tap, his opponents learned and applied the 
lesson that the lefty wasn’t to be trifled with inside. Through the first two weeks of May, the scouting 
report reversed itself: Ohtani saw only 13.1 percent of pitches inside, the lowest percentage of any lefty 
with at least 80 pitches seen. The GIF below alternates between heat maps of pitch locations to Ohtani 
prior to May and during the first two weeks of May. Both images are displayed from a behind-the-plate 
perspective, so more red to the right means more pitches inside. 

This shift away from inside pitches has also coincided with a shift away from four-seam fastballs and 
toward sinkers, which NPB’s lower mounds and flatter-seamed balls supposedly impair. That, too, seems 
like a sign that pitchers have grown warier of challenging Ohtani and more likely to stay away and hope 
he hits the ball on the ground. 

 

Of course, neither the sinkers nor the outside pitches (which go hand in hand) have held him back 
either: Over that same two-week period, Ohtani—who has completed an inexorable climb from the 
eighth spot in the order to a more exalted station, batting second behind Mike Trout—produced a 177 
wRC+ in 27 plate appearances. In the early going, pitchers may have overlearned their lessons and 
fixated too much on certain slices of the plate. They’ve tested Ohtani’s defenses on both edges of the 
dish, and he’s rebuffed both attempts to find his weak spot. Eventually, the pitcher-batter battle will 
reach an equilibrium, but if Ohtani has a hole, it hasn’t announced itself. The phenom pressured pitchers 
into changing their aim, and then he nullified the new tactic, too. Many more tests lie ahead, but the 
first two rounds go to the rookie. 

https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/shohei-ohtani-had-another-moment/
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7CPO%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C2017%7C2016%7C2015%7C&hfSit=&player_type=batter&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=L&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=&hfInfield=&team=&position=&hfOutfield=&hfRO=&home_road=&hfFlag=&hfPull=&metric_1=h_launch_speed&metric_1_gt=110&metric_1_lt=&hfInn=&min_pitches=0&min_results=0&group_by=name-event&sort_col=plate_x&player_event_sort=api_plate_x&sort_order=desc&min_pas=0#results
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=&hfAB=home%5C.%5C.run%7C&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7CPO%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C2017%7C2016%7C2015%7C&hfSit=&player_type=batter&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=L&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=&hfInfield=&team=&position=&hfOutfield=&hfRO=&home_road=&hfFlag=&hfPull=&metric_1=api_p_release_speed&metric_1_gt=95&metric_1_lt=&hfInn=&min_pitches=0&min_results=0&group_by=name-event&sort_col=plate_x&player_event_sort=api_plate_x&sort_order=desc&min_pas=0#results
https://theathletic.com/238992/2018/02/20/sarris-how-to-pitch-to-shohei-ohtani/
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Ohtani on the Mound 

In his four April starts, Ohtani was effectively a two-pitch pitcher. He threw sliders about 22 percent of 
the time and curves about 3 percent of the time, but he made all his hay with his fastball and splitter. 
Last month, those two pitches accounted for 51 of his 56 whiffs. 

In mid-April, a blister briefly wrecked Ohtani’s command, as evidenced by the deep depression in the 
below start-by-start command measurements provided by STATS LLC. 

 

Provided the blister doesn’t recur, Ohtani could coast to competence, if not dominance, on two great 
pitches: the third-fastest fastball of any starter, just barely behind Severino’s and Noah Syndergaard’s, 
and a splitter that boasts by far the highest whiff-per-swing rate of any pitch of its type in 2018. Those 
two offerings form a firm foundation. But Ohtani’s touted acehood depended in part on his reputed 
power to throw three, if not four, plus pitches. And through his first month in the majors, his breaking 
balls hadn’t shown up. 

Maybe he just needed time to adjust to the difference between baseballs with blister-free fingers. 
Whatever the reason for the sudden improvement, Ohtani’s feel for his breaking balls is back. In his first 
two starts of May, 20 of Ohtani’s 33 whiffs have come on his curveballs and sliders combined. 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/23322737/los-angeles-angels-star-shohei-ohtani-confident-blister-problem
https://twitter.com/StatsBySTATS
https://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=sta&lg=all&qual=20&type=17&season=2018&month=0&season1=2018&ind=0&team=0&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0&sort=4,d
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=FS%7C&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=missed%5C.%5C.bunt%7Cfoul%5C.%5C.tip%7Cswinging%5C.%5C.pitchout%7Cswinging%5C.%5C.strike%7Cswinging%5C.%5C.strike%5C.%5C.blocked%7C&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C&hfSit=&player_type=pitcher&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=&hfInfield=&team=&position=&hfOutfield=&hfRO=&home_road=&hfFlag=&hfPull=&metric_1=&hfInn=&min_pitches=10&min_results=0&group_by=name&sort_col=pitch_percent&player_event_sort=h_launch_speed&sort_order=desc&min_pas=0&chk_pitch_type=on&chk_swings=on#results
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He’s also throwing his breakers—particularly his curve—much more often, an indicator of his increased 
comfort with those pitches. 

 

 

 

The key for Ohtani has been keeping his breaking balls low. In April, no pitcher who threw at least 50 
sliders threw them higher, on average, than Ohtani. This month, though, Ohtani has delivered his sliders 
almost 10 inches lower, on average, ranking 19th-lowest in slider height among starters who’ve thrown 
the pitch at least 25 times. The GIF below contrasts his slider locations in April, when he was regularly 
leaving the slider up, and May, when he’s been burying it to his glove side. 

Here’s what the leveled-up Ohtani looked like in his most recent start, throwing three consecutive 
sliders to Bobby Wilson and getting whiffs with all three. Sure, it’s Bobby Wilson, but still. 

And here he is in the same start, striking out poor Robbie Grossman with the following sequence: low-
middle fastball at 97; splitter in almost the same spot at 87; fastball up and in at 99; curve high and 
outside at 80; and slider a little lower at 81. The two breaking balls that finish Grossman off aren’t even 

https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/what-shohei-ohtani-just-figured-out/
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=SL%7C&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C&hfSit=&player_type=pitcher&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=2018-04-30&hfInfield=&team=&position=&hfOutfield=&hfRO=&home_road=&hfFlag=&hfPull=&metric_1=&hfInn=&min_pitches=50&min_results=0&group_by=name&sort_col=plate_z&player_event_sort=h_launch_speed&sort_order=desc&min_pas=0&chk_pitch_type=on#results
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=SL%7C&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C&hfSit=&player_type=pitcher&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=&hfSA=&game_date_gt=2018-05-01&game_date_lt=&hfInfield=&team=&position=SP&hfOutfield=&hfRO=&home_road=&hfFlag=&hfPull=&metric_1=&hfInn=&min_pitches=25&min_results=0&group_by=name&sort_col=plate_z&player_event_sort=h_launch_speed&sort_order=asc&min_pas=0&chk_pitch_type=on#results
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particularly tight by Ohtani’s recent standards, but by that point in the plate appearance, Grossman’s 
will has been broken. 

If hitters could focus on the fastball and splitter; they might be able to spit on the off-speed pitch, which 
the righty has thrown in the strike zone only a little more than a third of the time (although even that 
would be easier said than done). But this month, Ohtani has thrown all four of his pitches at least 13 
percent of the time, and this season, he’s thrown pitches ranging in speed from 101 mph to 68.5. He’s 
confounding far more experienced competitors in extremely unfair fashion. And he’s only getting better, 
on both sides of the ball. 


